MUCH OF THE DATA AND INTERPRETATIONS
CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME ARE
PRELIMINARY AND SHOULD NOT BE QUOTED
WITHOUT PRIOR REFERENCE TO THE
RESPECTIVE AUTHORS

The polar bear is listed in the Red Dcita Book of threatened species) a series
of voltuaes that are pr'epaT.cG and Hla:tntained by the Surv'.i,.vr;J. Serv:7,.ce Commisr..;:!.on
of thc;~ Inter.national Union for.' Cons(::rvaU.on. of Nature:: and N;;lt.uy:al J.~csou...cce8.
In add:i.. ti.oIl to t.he eoll'2:.ct:~_on of data on th:reate-.ned spec',Les the Comnd.8s:!.on
has responsibility for the initiation of action to prevent th8ir extinction.
All species of: animals and plants a:ce, include,d with:~n its purvieH but~ :-.-:.1.
its action pJ:'ogrammes ~ samf:-, measure of priorL::y :lS accordsd to those species
that are not only th:ce.atened but also requ"2:xe :'.ni:?.T.national co-ope:<'ation for
their effective conservation. The polar bear falls into this category, hence
the Commission IS particular iute.rest in the species.
j

In September 1965> the arctic nations met at F<l:~.rbEmks, Alaoka, to consider
the future conservation of the polar bear. The:f.r Statement of Accord~\- dre~v
attention to the paucity of scientific de.ta on the spe.c:~es, and suggested
that the IUCN might act as the receivIng and co··ord:lnati.ng agency fa;, Inter··
national ex.change of i.nformatIon. The IUCN fulUlled this function i.n 1966··67,
but tm.;rards the end of this period, a grO\-J:Cng need was felt for a meeting of
polar bear scientists from each of ths· arct:tc nat.~. ons to ~=evie~'l current rese.arch
activities and needs, and to consider mO;'G effective scientific co-·operation
on a continuing basis. In Januax'Y 1968, therefore, the IUCN organized the
first working meeting of polar bear specialists, at Morges. Some of the subjects
discussed vJere considered to be confidential and no proceedings v.:rere published.
A comprehensive report on the meeting \'Jas prInted in the IUCN Bu112l:i.n of
April/June 1968, hm,:rever, and a reprint of t.he artrcle :ls appended to tlH~
present proceedings for ease. of reference. Information was .freely exchange6
and agreement ,,,<18 7.:'eached on a "li.de variety of proposals for: future research.
In addition, the delegates agreed to form themselves ).. nto a Polar B(~aI' Group
Und(~T the aegis of thE Survival Service Commission; its principal obj(~ctive
would be to expedite the collection of data on the polar bear's natural history
as a basis for futut,{;~ Plar18,gement. It was agreed that "'hen the Group considered
that suffici.ent datn. '-Jere available to make Tecommendations on conservation:;
it might request the IUCN Execut:tve Board to organize. another inte.rnati.. onaJ.
conference on the management of the polar bear.
The Group decidf.::d that i.t should meet ev(~ry two years to review progress, to
co-ordinate re.search 2ctiv:\.ties for the ne.xt bienn:Lum~ and to discuss items of
particular r.elevance to the future study ane: management of the pola!::' bear. The.;
second ,,,orking n)t:~eting of polar bear spec~·.aJ.:Lsts vlaS called in February 1970,
of 'vhich this volurilG: eoropr:1.scG the proceed:tngs. In brief, it pres(::n.ts a
summary of the cUscussiorw, to which are appended the. working papers and other
material submitted. or prepared during the meeting.

~'f

Page 66. Proc.eedings of the. First International Scientific Conference on
the Polar Be8.Y:~ Fa:Lrbgnk.s~ Alaska, September 6·,10, 1965. U.S. Dept. of
Intertor (Government P;,inting Office 1966) 72 pp.

The IUCN ~vishes to acknovlledge the ready co-~operation and support provided
by the participating Governments in the organization of these meetings,
It would also l:Lke to record its thanks to the indivi.dual delegates jaIl
of vlhom have contri.butsd much to the success of the meetings, A special
word of appreciation is due to Dr, John S. Tener', who, as chairman a"'c both
meetings, provided a combination of tact and understanding \-lith a first>
hand knowledge of the arctic and the problems of its conservation. Fin&lly~
the Union's' sincere thanks are due to the Conserva-c.:7_on Foundation, ·(tJBshington,

which provided the IUCN with financial support that was used to defray the
expenses of the meetings and toe publication of these proceedings.
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NOTES OF THE MEETING

Introduction
The Chairman, Dr. John S. Tener, introduced the Secretary-General of IUCN,
Mr. E.J.H. Berwick, who presented a brief welcome address. Mr. Berwick
stressed the importance of small working groups of specialists as a means
of reaching agreement among nations leading toward action ror conservation
of endangered species. He felt that conservation should become a unifying
factor among nations and that there was a need to promote close coordination among disciplines and among the Commissions of the IUCN. He
explained that the Ecology Commission of the IUCN is planning to establish
an exploratory committee on arctic and sub-arctic environments and
indicated the necessity of close co-operation with the work of the Polar
Bear Group.
Following the welcoming address, the Chairman noted the receipt of a
preliminary report and letter from Dutch scientists concerning their polar
bear research expedition in 1968-69 to Svalbard and plans for a continuing
programme in the future in co-operation with Norwegian scientists. This
material was entered as part of the record (see Appendix VIII of these
proceedings) .
A proposal to publish the proceedings and working papers of the meeting as
an IUCN Supplementary Paper was approved, subject to the proviso that it be
noted in the document that the data ;,ere preliminary and should not be
quoted without reference to the respective researcher. Delegates agreed to
amend their 'working papers as necessary and-to leave au amended copy with
Dr. Holloway before they left Morges.
The advisability of a press release was discussed and approval was granted
for Mr. Standish, IUCN's Public Relations Officer, to prepare a release as
soon as possible for the use of the delegates upon their return to their
respective countries (see Appendix X). Dr. Cooley agreed to prepare a
more 'detailed summary of the meeting to be published in the IUCN Bulletin
in the near future.

2.

Summary of Research Progress by Country

Reports on research progress since the first meeting of the Polar Bear
Group in 1968 were submitted and reviewed (see Appendices I, III, IV, VI and
VII). Discussions cente-red primarily on population l11ovements, denning areas,
discretness of populations, and, to a lesser ext.cut s harvest figures,
productivity, and density and abundance of the species throughout its
circumpolar range. While insufficient data were presented to estimate the
abundance of the species~ some agreement emerged concerning movements of
polar bears, the discretness of certain populations and other matters.
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Much discussion was devoted to the development of techniques for the live
capture and tagging of polar be,OJ.Y.']. ::'his work was carried out quite
successfully on a co-operative international basis and over 450 polar
bears have now been tagged. Radio telemetry equipment and techniques
were also discussed in detail. The Canadian telemetry programme is
already beginning to reveal useful information, and Alaska is experimenting
vJith a new type of equipment that may greatly increase the effectiveness of
the existing equipment.
Data were presented which helped to locate much more precisely the major
denning areas in the Arctic. The main areas so far delineated are in
Canada and the U.S.S.R., with minor areas found in north Greenland and
in Svalbard (Spitzbergen). Only a very few dens have been located in
Alaska but there is evidence to indicate some clenning on sea ice. An
important finding was that Kong Karls Land, once thought to be a major
denning area, is perhaps relatively insignificant; most polar bears moving
into the Svalbard region appear to come from the Soviet Union on the westward moving ice. Also, polar bears along the Alaska coast most likely
move in from eastern Siberia (WrAngel Island) and from western Canada, but
more data are required from tbis region befoi-e these hypotheses can be
substantiated.
Dr. Vibe stressed the importance of ga~n~ng much more knowledge about
climate and sea ice conditions in order to understand both the movements
and populAtion size of polar bear populations. This, he felt, is of
primary importance in understanding population dynamics in Greenland and
may also be highly relevant in all arctic regions. He indicated that polar
bear research in Greenland has been hampered by lack of staff and funds but
that he hopes to launch a tagging progrannne in 1971 in co-operation with
scientists in Norway and Canada.
Good co-operation among the five nations has aJso occurred with respect to
taxonomy studies) including morphometric analyses and elec-tr.ophoretic
studies of blood samples. Food habi t studies as '''ell as behavioral studies
have been instituted by Canada in co·-operation 't,lith universities. Physiological research is continuing in Nonvay by Nils 0rHsland who «ishes to
co-operate with other nations in this endeavour. The work_ by Canada
analyzing the concentration of DDT in fat tissues of the polar bear ,,,as
discussed and it was suggested that this work should be extended internationally on a co-operative basis.
Sununaries of information on polar bear population discretness ,and movements
revealed the possibility of t"'o distinct populations in Alaska, one to the
north and the other to the west. Some bears of the former population
probably originate in Canadian territory and some of the latter from Siberia
but ,tag returns suggest that mixing may occur. Non.,regian and Soviet studies
indicate that another common pop'J.lation exi,st.s, encompassing Franz Joseph
Land, Novaya Zemlya and Svalbard, "itb some from this population moving "'ith
the ice to as far as southeast Greenland. Danish studies in Greenl"nd
suggest two separate populations, one frequenting the l1ortheas·t. coast and
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the other joining with Canadian bears in Smith Sound on the west caatlt.
In Canada, it appears that the James Bay-southern Hudson Bay population
is a distinct group and that perhaps even the James Bay bears are
partially separate from the main Hudson Bay population. In Canada the
discretness of polar bear populations and of human populations which hunt
the bears, as well as bear movements are all considered together, and
research and management regions are being prepared on this basis. The
plan is to collect and analyze data so that recommendations can be made
for each region accordingly. These Tegions contain varying polar bear
populations, ranging from the discrete and unhunted southern bears of
Hudson and James bays, \~1ere bears are very abundant, to the Ungava BayLabrador-southwest Greenland region where bears are almost extinct.

3.

Conservation Progress Reports

The delegates from each of the five countries presented progress reports
on conservation measures (see Appendices II, III, V, VI and VII). In
discussions concerning these reports several additional points were
revealed. The Sovie.t Union indicated that plans are being made for the
creation of natural reserveS (zapovedniks) on Taimyr Penninsula,
Chukchi Peninsula,
and at northeast Yakutsk. The Alaska j~epresentative
co'nsidered that increasing economic developments in the Arctic wouLd
probably cause more hides to be sold and trans-shipped from the State
~vithout the knoHledge of the authorities, 1;"hich \'lOuld reduce the accuracy
of harvest assessment. The group expressed general concern that serious
ecological problems could arise in the Arctic as a result of oil spills
and off-shore drillIng.
The Committee was concerned that far-reaching proposals advanced to the
Norwegian Government in 1958 to provide for more effective polar bear
management have not yet been implemented. It 1;vas agreed to request the
Chairman of the Survival Service COlmnission of IUCN to write a letter to
the Norwegian Government urging immediate adoption of these proposals.
rhe Danish delegate pointed out in the discussions that polar bear hunting
was an intrinsic part of the culture of the Thule Eskimos, in addition to
being a very important Source of food and clothing. h1hile it will be very
hard to change their way of li:f(~, he noted that this will be necessary.
because the Eskimo population is growing taster than the polar bear
population. Hunting of polar bears in Greenland is restricted to residents
of a year or more. The Danish delegate indicated that he hoped to see a
national park established in northeast Greenland from Scoresby Sound to
Washington Land in the north, an area encompassing the major polar bear
denning sLtes. He also indicated all hunting regulations in Greenlan.d
would be revised wi.thin the next fe1;v montl:.(j. It ~vas agreed to ask the
Survival Service Commissio::l to request the D,:;mish Government to consider
the extension of the polar bear hunting regulations that are presently
applied to Northeast Greenland, only, to the "hole of Greenland, and thus
provide total protection for cubS, and so\vs with cubs throughout the year
and for other bears during the SUllUller.
J
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The Cana.dian delegate noted in his presentation that sport hunting of
polar bears has been authorized by the Northwest Territories Government.

This will be carried out within the existing quota system and should not
result in an increase of thE: total harveBt in Canada.

Planning and Co-ordination of Research Programmes, 1970-71
As an introduction to this subject, delegates discussed several technical
matters requiring development and co-ordination.

Includ€d were tags,

tagging, radio telemetry, and the use of heat-sensing (infrared) devices
for detecting polar bears.
Because existing tags do not meet all requirements satisfactorily~ a
committee . .vas established to develop ne.. ,,' tags through better designs and
materials.

The committee will also exalnine the possibility of using a

common international tag under IUCN cQ-ordination. Committee members. a,re
Mr. L~.ntfer and Drs. Jonkel and Uspenskii. The results of work on. longrange telemetry and heat-·sensing devices will be distributed to delegates
as soon as they are available.
The Canadian Wildlife Service agreed to undertake a translation of the
latest Russian book on polar bears entitled liThe Polar Bear and .its
Conservatioutn ·the Soviet Arctic". Copies of the translation will be
sent to all delegates as SOOD as possible. A publisher for the translation
will be sought.
On the recommendation of Dr. Uspenskii it was unanimously agreed by ,all

the·delegates that the terms of reference for the Polar Bear Group should
be modified by the addition of a statement clearly identifying that the
study of the polar bear is an international circumpolar problem \Vhich
should be conducted in the true spirit of scientific research and for
peaceful purposes only.
A number of specific areas for research collaboration were discussed and
agreement "'vas reached to provide the materials and/oJ~ information requested.
This included the collection of fat samples for pesticide determinations;
blood, milk and skull collections for taxonomic determinations; and provision
of food habits information. It o;oJss agreed that the next year Canada would
examine the feasibility of initiating a comprehensive study of the correlation
bet.. veen pelar bear numbers and movements, ice movements ~ seal distribution
and abundance, and other factors vlith a viet\!" to developing a statistical
model to describe polar bear population dynam.les. Delegates agreed to
provide information required for the proper development of the ecological
model. There "ill be a full exchange of information about the model as it
is developed.

Mr.

Larsen stated that he needed blood samples from GrcGnland and the U.S.S.R.,
Mr. Lent£er requested known-aged teeth for his age c1etE.~r1l1ination studies)
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and the Group agreed that the exchange of the taxonomists 'tvorking on, the
polar bear, Mr. Manning of Canada and Dr. Tchernyavsky of the U.S.S.R.,
should take place as soon as possible. The importance of continuing
surveys to :Locate neW denning areas and of determining the production
rates of 1<.nO\\ll1 areas was emphasized.
Dr. UspenskLi. Buggested that
Canada and Greenland were the two most critical areas needing additional
denning 8urv~ys during the next two years.
Non-JaY suggested that the U.S.S .IL usc. aerial drop baits, containing

chemicals that will stain polar bear bone material. The placing of baits
would be restricted to Franz Joseph Land so that marked animals can be
searched for and identified in Svalbard and Greenland. The U.S.S.R.
agreed, indicating that this 'l:vork could not be carried out in the Hestern
Soviet Arctic in 1970, but that it may be possible to launch such a
project in 1971 or 1972.
The texts of le-tters t.o the Nonvegian and Danish governmencs supporting
new hunting regulations (ref. section 3) were approved.

5.

Future Activities and Organization of the Polar Bear Group

It was agreed to co-ordinate the Grollp l 5 'l:vork with the newly established
"exploratory committe(~ on the arctic and sub··arct.ic environments!! of the
IUCN 1 s Ecology Con~ission. The new Chairman of the Polar Bear Group will
serve in a liaison capacity.
The collection of data on polar bears is not suf;ficiently complete to
allow compilation and analysis of data on an international basis. When
the data are complete the Group recommends that the work be carried out
by a research biologist. Delegates were urged to distribute all pertinent
papers and publications concerning the polar bear to other members.
The Group decided that a newsletter should be circulated twico a year. To
accomplish this the Secretary of the Survival S,;!rvice COirmission must
receive submission of items from members by the end of June and December.
Dr. Holloway agreed to send a reminder to the delegates in May and
November.
Dr. Jonkel of Canada distributed copies of punch cards for recording
biological and other data frorn bears. There. 'l:vas considerable discussion
concerning items on the card and Dr. Jonke1 agreed to prepare a final draft.
Dr. Jonkcl also agroed to prepare a similar card for autopsied bears. The
Canadian, Government will p:cint and distribute Russian and English versions
of the forms to members so that a duplicate data carel for bear captu~ed~
observed or killed can be deposited with IUCN. It '"a; decided to abandon
the circulation of annual reports and harvest data from participating
governments as the information Ivas being provided satisfactorily through
ethOl:' means.
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The Group discussed the merits of inviting observers to future meetings
and expanding the present membership.

Both \.;Tere rejected.

It

\:las

confirmed that memberships in the group should be confined to those
countries '\lith direct responsibilities for polar bear management and.
protection. Papers from outside specialists ,,;ril1 be accepted and

considered.
Dr. Andre'" H. Hacpherson was elected unanimously to succeed DI". Uspenski.i
as Chairman of the Polar Bear Specialist GTOUp; DI". Colin 'VJ. Hollo,vay was

elected unanimously as Secretary. Both terms of office run for two years.
The next meeting of the Group '"ill be held in early February 1972 at IUCN
Headquarters.

6.

Discussion of an International Convention for Research
and/or Conservation of the Polar Bear

TvJQ items ('lore discussed under this heading.

The first dealt 'ivith Cl
Soviet proposal to the IUCN. The proposal requested IUCN to appeal to
the governments of the United Stat.es, Canada~ NOI'"t·;ay and Denmark to ban
all hunting of polar bears for a five year period. After considerable
discussion ~ agreement "tvas reached on a modified \\'ording of the proposal.
The revised draft appealed to governments to examine their management
programnes immcdiat~ly with a view to drastically curtailing the harvest~ng
of polar bears beginning the next hunting seaSOn and extending for the next
five years (see Appendix IX).

The second subject "as consideration of the possibility of an International
Convention for Research and Management of the Polar Bear. The delegates
"ere fortunate to have present Mr. \volfgang Burhenne, Chairman of the IUCN
Commission on Legislation. He presented an outline to assist the Group in
developing a possible framework for a convention. He emphasized thnt the
terms of the convention "ould have to be developed by the Polar Bear
Specialist Group in consultation ('lith their respective governments.
Dqlegates agreed to do so in preparation for more comprehensive
discussions on the subject at the next meeting.
The meeting "tvas closed by the. Chai:rrnan who expressed the general viGW that

the deliberations had been successful because of the full participation of
all the delegates and of the spirit of accord that existe.d. He suggested
that the success of the meeting could well lead to greater international cooperation on other circumpolar problems. He extended the delegates'
sincere thanks to the IUCN for its gracious hospitality, for the excellent
arrangements, translation and secretarial assistance and for all the
kindness which contributed so much to the success of the meeti~g.

-9Churchill and nortlnvard along the mainland. This Ifice highwaylt appeared
to distribute the bears farther to tae nOI'th in early autumn of this
year. In 1968 the radio-tagged bears moved directly east onto the Bay
until contact Ivas lost 2bou!: 150 km offshore. In 1969--1970 three bears
radio-tagg(~d in October at Churchill Here still bGing follow(;;d in midJanuary, 1970~ \vhen tIu:::'.y "'(-}ere about 75 km offshore and about 300 km north
of Churchill.
Six James Bay bears have no,:\, been r8capturf;d~ killed, or observed either
one. season or one year after t,hG:lr initial capture. All b.Clve remained
in James Bay, though one \'Jas observed on Cape Henriet.ta Hc.ria at the
junction of James and Hudson bHys. There hns becn a considerable
increase in the kill by hunters in the Belcher Islands north of James Bay
during 1967--1969 (15 bears), but no marked animals hDVC been taken. James
Bay bears, ther<::£oro, seern largely confined to the limits of James Bay~
though exceptions ,vill no doubt occu:r.
Two university graduate students have begun res€nrch projects in cooperation 'ivi t11 our progr<:l.lll. B. Knudsen, a Ph.J). student at the: University
of Montana~ has centred his behavioural studies on North Twin Island in
James Bay, but all membeJ:'s of the research group are co-operating with him
by gathering supporting data from other areas. Should North T\..]in Island
provo an adequate study area ror his purposes, our mainland and IUgh
Arctic behavioural studies 'i\71.1l be continued as part of our main project.
Behavioural studies on Cape ChurchLll and the Manitoba coast have 8ho\V'n a
marked segregation of the polar bear j)opulation by sex and age as the
bears return to land in July ::md l\1:gust. The. large males apparently
retain the choice resting sites in the sand dunes and beaches near shore~
while. the £0~nales, females H:L~b, cubG, 2nd sub~·adults move quickly inland
for distancCE; up to 100 km. Th:Ls pnttern of distribution appm:ently is
maintained until Hudson Bay freezes in early November. In late October
the bears begin a grrLdual movement north to\vards Cape Churchill) but the
adul t males remain on the coasl.: and congregate at the: Cape: ~ '\vh81.'oa8 the
other bears remain inland and congregate CClst of the Churchill River.
Pregnant fem2lc:s apparently J.:'cmain behind in the denning are,JS until late
wint8r~ but additional beuavioural studies in this area are needed.
Segregation by sex and age is apparently reinforced by intraspec.ific
fighting. During tagging operations in August, 1969 ~ six bears \'lere
observed \\Tith fresh 'i·munds, and an adult male 'was found near the coast
devouring an adult female .:,mel 1:'h70 cubs he had apparently killed the
previous day. Data from bears captuI'(;d in James Bay indicate that adul t
males fight during April and r'1[[y ~ though during August-October many adul t
males were observed movtng or resting together and even touching 'vithout
exhibiting aggressive behnvioux.
Other 'mainland studies of behaviour indicate that polar bearshavo t'ivO
modes of orientQtion 'vhen travelling. \-7hi18 boars are feeding, moving
locally, or investigating oth(~r b(~arsJ their movemcmt patters are :tandom and
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meandcring. Bears moving inland great distances ~ hmvcver travel in
almost straight' lines, apparently under photo-taxic influence. Bears
j

travelling in straight lines do not deviate for obstacles normally
avoided by land mammals; for example, the bears travel directly tb.rough
bogs and dense timber, over raised b(;;aches at right angles to the ridge,
and through lar'ge. and small bodies of fn:!sh "wter. They do not change

direction to follow game trails, ridge tops, or lake shorelines as would
be expected.

Such photo-taxic movements, interspersed with meandering

tracks, have been observed repeatedly along the entire Ontario and
Manitoba coasts. Similar movements have been observed in high arctic
arQas, vn1ere beQrs sometimes walk directly across precipitous islands
rather than travel along shore on tho sea ice.

R.H. Russell, a M.Sc. student at the University of Alberta, is conducting
a food habits study of polar bears in tho Hudson Bay and James Bay regions.
His study includes a comparison of the .Eood habits of island and mainland
bears and a comparison of the food ha1::d.ts of high arctic bears and southern
polar bears.
T.R. Manning is continuing his morphometric studies on polar bears under
contract with the Canadian Hi.1dUfe Service. Additional skeletal material
is now available in Canada;, and he plans to travel to St. Nathe'!;v and 5t.
Lawrence islands in tho Boring Sea and obtain the necessary specimens from
that rGgion by searching through bone piles and along former boar trails.
He \ViII also visit the U.S.S.R. to measure specimens available there \:1honover his present computer analyses arc completed.

Future Research
Southern Hudson Bay studies will be continued, but \'Ji11 receive loss
emphasis. Movement studies ~-vill be expanded by recapturing boaTS and
by making observations of marked bears along the Hudson Bay coast and in
James Bay. Further data will be gathered on the Jenning areas in Manitoba
and Ontario in late \vinter and summer, 1970. The food habi.ts and b2havioural
studies will be continuod under the direction of graduate students on
contract to the Service. The skeletal collection for southern Hudson Bay is
still inadequate for st3.tistical analyses, and additional spocimens 'vill be.
sought from Indian hunters.
Field tvork during 1970 will be extended to LancastC:l' Sound in the High
Arctic. Tagging operations by helicopter are planned. during Hay, and \vi1l

be expanded if the operatIon is successful. Staff additions now approved
for the project may also enable us to begin tagging and dc:mning studies in
the {"Testern Arctic in the vicinity of Banks Island. \--Jork in the Banks
Island and Lancaster Sound aroas is essential ror co-ordination of Canadian
research and management programs ~vith those of Alaska and GTeenland, as
boars no doubt cross international boundaries in both areas. ''1n addition,
polar bear management problems in the Canadian High Arctic are different from
those in the Hudson Bay-James Bay area where our prc.sent studies have bcc·::!n
concentrated.

--ll··

Our laboratory l'lOrk all skeletal and reproductive specimens has be0n
delayed because of a shortage of staff ~ but lab vJOrk \',7i1.1 receive
increased emphasis during 1970-1971. We have adequate collections to
determine the sex and age composition of bears from many dj,fferent

geographical

areas~

and we have conside.rable information on litter sizes,

groivth rates, natural mortality) annual harvest> and related topics.
Tllese ,,,il1. come under mOTe detailed study in 1.970 to provide data for

management zones now being drafted for the Canadian Arctic.
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POLAR BEAR

~lANAGEHENT

CrlANGES IN CANADA

by
Andrew Macpherson and Charles Jonkel

Canadian Wildlife Service

One significant legislative change has been made in polar bear management
in Canada since the 1968 meeting. Qucbcc~ "'Thieh formerly allOl'md UDp,
limitGd hunting of polar bca'I"s by all j:"csidcnts~ banned hunting, in 106B.
Indians and Eskimos residing in Quebec Gtill have hunting rights under

their treaties} and under rather vague management and enforcement
policies.

Similar conditions exist in :Hanitoba and Ontario, 'l:vhcre the

hunting of polar bears is prohibited, but Treaty Indians do kill bears
under special cOi.lditions of the iT treaties. In Manitoba, Treaty Indians
may sell polar bear hides if they receive provincial approval) but the
sale of such hides is prohibited in Ontario.
A quota system limiting the lcgnl kill to D. total of 386 pola:c bc:a!'s was
enacted by the North1vest Territories Council in 1968 and has significantly
lo"ered the kill of bears in the High Arctic (Table 1). Probh,r.1S in
adhering to settlement quotas have: occurred, but a liberal interprotation
of the ordinances has allol;·,Cd a transfer oE the hD:rvcst errors of. one year
into the quota for the £011m"ing year. The settlements killed a total of
only 20 bears over their quota the first year of the quota systcra J \vhich
is very conuncndable considering tl:at nine of th,::; 20 \;7crc bearH killed ncar
Grise Fiord by Greenland Eskimos. Quotas of several 8cttlerncuts have been
adjusted to the wishes of the hunters $ but management rGcommendations based
on harvest) sex and 2.ge ~,~atios, and productivity arc. still premature. The
provinces have not joined in the quota system, but siulilar plans arc under
discussion.

Little progress has bc.cr't made in establishing a national marking scheme for
legal hides, thereby restricting the marketing of illegal furs. The North·west Territorial Council provides a seal for attachment to hides ~ and the
Canadian Hildl:lfc Service is currently drafting a marJ.cing plan for all of
Canada. Provinci.al participation has been hampered by variable and poorly
defined Indian hunting rights uncleI' provincial la;;·J.
Thc establishment of polar bear management zones for ·.i.:'cgional management
within Canada has been proposed and \.;7111 be discussed at Fcd8:;:al-Provincial
meetings cl1xcing 1970. Resc:~arch and harvest data arc currently being
gathered for management zones and suggestions for the. co-ordination of
regulations ""ill be ftwde as more data become avai12ble.
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Cubs
Captured

Bears
Ki1l0d

1960-61

5

236

241

1961-62

0

330

330

1962-63

0

44·£>

4£>4

1963-64

0

558

553

1964-65

1

565

566

1965-66

1

603

60 6,.

1966-67

0

710

710

1967-68

2

~.s~.

456

Table 1.

Polar bear harvest figures for Cnnada.

Year

Total Captured
and Killed

These data nrc based on R.C.N. Police,
Hudson Bay Company, and Provincial

game reports, supplemented with data
gathered by the Canadian Hlldlife
Service on scientific collections and
from settlements not covered by the above
reports or not within -t-he Nortll'i:vest
Terri tories .

The kill figures l1wy bc::

slightly higher as new data become
available.
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The practice of set-gun hunting has been discontinued for several years
in Canada, and an ordinance permanently banning such hunting was
introduced to the North"est Territorial Council in January, 1970.
A Federal-Provincial Administrative Committee for polar bear research and
management "as established on July 7, 1969. This COlmnittee "ill meet to
evaluate management and enforcement problems annually, and will intToduce
proposals prepared by its Technical Advisory Committee to the FederalProvincial Wildlife Conference. The Administrative Comnlittee also
advises the Government of Canada on the character of its representations
at international polar bear meetings.
A bill introducing sport hunting of polar bears "as submitted by the
North"est Territorial Council in 1969, but "as "ithdra"n on the advice of
the Commissioner. It has been re-introduced in January, 1970 and is
likely to pass. The ordinance "ould allo" an Eskimo hunter, "ith
approval from the local Eskimo Council, to sell his polar bear licence
or seal to a sport hunter holding a North"est Territories hunting permit.
The Eskimo hunter would, under the agreement, act as guide for the sport
hunter, and extract a fee for his duties. The sport hunter would also
be required to pay a "settlement" fee to. the local Eskimo Council,
because the quota is awarded to the settlement rather than to individual
hunters. Under this scheme, the sport hunting kill of polar bears "ould
come out of the settlement quota, and the polar bear harvest in the
North"est Territories "ould thereby not be increased. Such sport hunting
"ould be allowed only in areas wher" polar bears were deemed abundant by
the Commissioner, and only four such permits were provided for 1970-1971.
Similar sport hunts are under discussion by provincial authorities in
Manitoba and Ontario.
The Northwest Territorial Council has also introduced a plan for capturing
live polar bears under a Territorial permit. Successful applicants would
be charged $1,500 per animal, and the bears taken would be deducted from
the, quota in the area where the bear is captured. Polar bears taken in
this manner come under a general ordinance of the. Te.rritorial Council to
allow the capture of numerous arcti2 game animals such as musk-ox, barrenground grizzly and caribou, and others.

-
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AP PEND IX II I
THE POLAR BEAR SITUATION IN GREENLAND
by

Christian Vi be
Universitetets Zoologiske Museum) Copenhagen

Following the decline in the polar bear population in Greenland after
1920, "hen the total catch for all Greenland
close to 300, the

""'8

situation has again stabilized in the last six years with an increase in
the total catch from about 70 in 1961 to about t'vlice that number.

This increase is not due to increased hunting activi.ty.

Regular hunting

by European trappers has stopped i.ll Northeast Greenland, and the hunting

effort of the Greenlanders and the Da.nish personnel at 'i-leather stations

and on sledge patrols has not altered.
The actual increase in harvest fi.gures must be considered along with the
present alternation of the vJho18 climatical and ecological situation in
the Arctic. ThE: Arctic regions are more Continental to ... day. Thirty
years ago they were more Atlantic.
The ecological conditions of the Arctic. have changed as a Y..'0.sult of this
alteration of the climate. Some high Arctic regions get colder winters
and less open water i.n summer·. The productivity of the sea decreases in
the Arctic and iner-eases in regions nearer the Atlantic. The. ringed seal
moves to the arGas of higher p:i:'oductivity~ and the polar bear follol;vs the
seal.
This is the situation to-day in Nort.h'l'18St. as '1vl'.::11 as in Northeast and
Southeast Greenland. All other animals in Greenland~ in the sea as well
as on land, are affected by t.he same climatical fluctuations, which are
reflected in a regular shift betvJecn Arctic and l~tlal'tic conditi.ons (or
Continental and Atlan.tic) over a period of 56 to 66 yeal:s; they arc more
marked every second time the period culminate::s. The climatic situation
of to-day, ~vi.th intense movements in the drift ice in summer ~ is very
si.milar to that 110···2.0 years ago. For the polar bear} especially in East
Gre.enland, that means unstable? livj_ng conditions, more rom71ing~ and
probably greater loss of animals by drmvning in scattered drift ice off
South Greenland.
Under the Atlantic conditions of forty yoars ago, the. drift ice from the
Polar Ba:sin kept moving throughout the \vinter and melted at high latitudes
in summar. The situation for the polar bear \.,,;r8EJ quite thc: opposite to that
of to--day. It then had to go .cwhore \:::arly i.n summer at higb latitudes -and fewer got lost.
Al ternatively, we could say that the polar bear probably tvas more nunH~l:'OUS
30-40 years ago - as all Arctic animals were ~. but the Arctic·-Continental
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climate of to~·day has forced it south to :cegions \vith unstable drift ice
conditions and within the range of man.

The polar b2ar situation in Northwest Greenland
The open water south and north of Smith Sound (Tne. North ~vater) is of

vital importance to the ringed seal. The young seals J particularly~
hibernate at the mouth of the fjords and bays around this open water.
The older seals hibernate further away from the icc: edge) to the north
near HUl1'iboldt Glacier, to the vlest in the fjords of Ellesmere Island and

to the south in Melville Bay and along the 2astern coast of Baffin
Island, in plac8s \vhere th(; shar-efast ice is solid and sno\\fcover.ed and

thus suitable for seal dens.
In winter the bc.;.ar chooses to hibernate in the same regions as the old
ringed seals. The female b(~ar makes a den on the adjoining shore and
produces its young there.
In early spring she digs out the scal dens
for pups J and later when the seal pups go into the xvatcr and head for
the open sea at the ice edge in Baffin Bay, the bear and her cubs do the
same.

Here

she stays till the icc breaks up and the seals go north to regions

with more solid drift :Lee.

Now the boar also goes north with her cubs.
Thus, there is a steady wandering of seals and bears towards open wat0r
at a firm ice edge in early spring, northwards in summer to solid drift
icc, and back to the donning areas in autumn and 'l;vintcr.

F:com ancient times the,; Thule 2s1<.imos used to go to the northern part of
Kane Basin to hunt bears in the immense fields of grounde.d ic(~berg8 in
front of the Humboldt glacier~ where 8[,::0.18 wGrc numerous along the tide
\-Jater cracks of' the grounded ic(~beY.'gs. But in the las't few years these
icebergs have disappeared -~ and \Vi th them the seal s and bears. The
colder climate has stopped iceberg production from the r;lacieJ:':':> and
gradually the: grounded be-rgs' have drifted aliJay \vithout being replaced
by nCH ones. The seals and the polar bears then left the area for tho
eastern coast of Ellesmere Island \vhen:~ the boa:.: is nO\\I hunted by the
eskimcs along the icc edgo south Df P:!::n Island f::com 73° south to 77 0 •
In later years the: bear see~11S to have b\~come mm:-(~ Humorous IH~l"e.

The Gl'eenlanclic hunters have permission to pass t';'lC Canadian promontoL'ic:s
on their way to the hunting fields along the edge of th(-~ d.'rift ice cast
of Ellesmere Island} but hunting may take place only outside Canadian
coastal territory. Hother bears and their cubs are totally protected.
The annual bag in this field is ~ardly more than 1.0 bears, but many more
are se(m including niother bea:cs vJ:Lth cubs.

Many old bears are
Ellesmere Island.

saLd to come from the fjords on tho west side of
They cross l:hc land and make foI' the ice edge t:!drly in
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spring. Later in spring, bears are said to migrate north following, the
northgoing ringed seal _ It is a common b01ic:f~ among the eskimos that
old male bears will hunt mother bCDrs ,\-/1th cubs to kill and (,;8t the cubs>
and such inci.dent.s have often been 'VJitncsscd.
In certain years ice conditions may b.:~ so bad that sl(~dgGS cannot pC.S8
Smith Sound. The eskimos at Thule also tell about certain years 'w'hen

there are no or very few young seals.
study.

Thi.s problem has roceived little

It is obvious that El year Ttlithout seal cubs must be serious for

the mother bear - she probably "ill 100s8 her cubs - 'md the male bear
will be more aggressive. Fluctuations in number of polar bears probably
correspond closely to fluctuations in the number of scal pups.

Little is kno"n about the denning area in Hclville Bay, but dens have
often been found in the area between Cape Melvillc~ in tho. north and Cape
Seddon Ln the south, usually several hundred meters from the coast and
high up in the mountains. In the same area mother bears with cubs arc
usually seen from sledg8s passing Melville Bay between Thule and
Upernavik. In one occasion a mother bear had three cubs. In Hay they
seck the icc edge in Baffin Bay.
Formerly~ when a permanent annual sledge route was established bet lilGGl1.
Thule and Upernavik, bear hunting in Helville Bay was popular. The
regular sledge route 119 longer exists) and bear hunting in M8lville Bay
is decreasing. At present the bag is hardly more than 5··10 bears yearly;
some of "hich are killed by hunters from the Thule district, and others
by hunters from the Upernavik district.

Hunting on the drift ice far out at sea in Baffin Bay takes place in
May "hen hunters from the Thule district go out on the drift ice due
south of cape York. They drive their dog dedges 4-5 days journey onto
the ice to shoot bears. They usually break adrift l;vith the icc, but as
it will again sooner or later drift back, 1:hey do not gc:~t lost. The bag
is normally 5-6 bears a yeaj~' (usually old bears). 11\,1hen the ice in summer
drifts south to"ards Baffin Island some bears may follo" it, but presumably
most, bears on the Baffin Bay drift i.cc go north with the seals before the
icc goes adrift.

To-day most polar bears are found on the Canadian side of Baffin Bay.
In the middle of the Inst century, bears were also numerous on the Greenland side. It is not knol;Vl1 "{\Thy the bears no'\;vadays prefer the \-lest coast
of Baffin Bay. Melville Bay on the Greenland side is btill a desolate
arCH) the huntj.ng has not increased and hunting from motorboat and ship
in HcJ.ville Bny is prohibited. A possible explanation mny be that old
breeding ringed seals stay north. The young "inter seals are mostly
visitors from "est and north - and the bears prefer to stay "ith the old
breeding seals.
But w'hy do old breeding ringed seals occur in Melville: Bay in smaller
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nurnbers than in the last century? Tve kno\-1 tou little about the
ecological situation in Melville Bay to givQ an anslver.

Tho polar bear situation in Northce...st Greenland
Northeast Greenland has quite a lot of polar bears in the area bGtwccn
Liverpool Land and Nordostrundingcm. Very litt18 hunting tak8s plac8
in this large area, ,,,hich is closed by d'cift lC8 all the Y8ar round.
The only inhabitants are the Danish personnel on the 'tvcather stations at
Danmarkshavn and Dane.b()rg~ the police station at: Daneborg and the; ere!;-l
at Mest8rs Vig runway. The yearly bag docs not exceed 10-20 b8ars a
year for the 1"ho1e ~ln~a.

Polar bear dens may be: found anywhere, but arc presumed to be most
numerous in the northern a:cca ~ 0.1 though this may

last decennium.

haVE:

a1 tcrcd in the

Due to little research in this desolate

area~

few dens

have hitherto boen located, but 1110thcr bears with cubs arc frequently
seon on the shorcfast wintor ice. \~1en this ice melts in early sumn12r,
the bear families move out in the drift icc) whero seals arc numarous
in summer, coming "from t11(·~ fj,-:-rds of SJuthc.ast Greenland to feed in the
northern pack ice area.
Provious to 1:)50 most of the nDrthcrn bears mannged to stay in the
north Ivithout drifting southwClrdfJ;, but top·day this situation seCms to
be di fferent. 'Many bears ~ including females \vith cubs and pregnnnt
females, are observed nowadays at Scoresbysuncl and south to Angmagssalik
and Cc:.pe Farvel. It is quitc; clo.::tr that most DE these animals 'nave gone
astray, have got a~2Y from their normal habitat and ar8 facing difficulties which may result in their death. Cases where many bears arc see~
crowded in small area may bo examples of similar situation.s.

The polar b8ars in Southeast Greenlarrd
According to the eskimo bear hunters in the: AngmagsBalik district~ polar
bears are coming to thin area i..J lth the drift icc, which is lying close
to the coast of Southeast Greenland during autumn, \\linter and spring~
slolV'ly drifting southvJa"Lc1s. The majori.ty arc older hears ~ young boars
are' rarc, and mother bears r,..,ith c;_lbs or on8 y<::.:ar cld cubs D.re V0.J:Y rare
and arc not seen cvc.ry year. Such bears arc more frequQl1t ih the
north.::.rn part of S()utheast Greonland from Kangerdlugssuaq to ScoYl-lsbysund.
In the southern regions ~ the rnothor bear is seen wi.th one cub only ~ rarely
two. It is assumed that the conditions arc so difficult that tho mother
bear is unable to rear her young, she \vill 10s8 one cub and then the other.
It has ellso been obs,-;rved by eskimos that a male bear has killed two cubs.
The bears on the d!"ift ice

ar(~

aaid to seek lcmd \vhc.n they Ivish to hiberno.tc,
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or ,x'hen the. \'Jeather is bad causing strong movements in the sea ice.
Coming ashore, the bears pass through the fjm:ds to the land near the
glBcicrs) vlhc.re some of them hibernate. Bear dens have often been

found by follo"ing the track of the bear right to the dc,n, and in
spring the track may be follo'i178d back to the abandoned den. The den is
alivays situated on land, of ton far from the coast and high up in the

mountain. For many years no morc than one boar has been found in a den
and never cubs, but formerly} in rare cases, mother and cubs could be
found in a den. It is generally assumed that the bear hibernates in
D8cember or somc.\\lhat later. It v,,7i11 stay in the den until Harch, but
it may be forced to leave the den when precipitation tu.rns to rain;. and

the den collapses.
The bears arQ seen to leave their dens in April-May, "hen they come
dOvill from tho land near the glaciers. They set off in search of seal
pups in the fjords.
All the bear hunters agree that roaming bears found on the drift ice or
along the coast in spring and summer are heading north.
All bear hunters maintain that the bear "ill. always strike with its left
paw. The same \vas said in Thule. It is therefore wise to approach the
bear from i.ts left side!
Plans for future

investi~ations

In Harch to August 1969~ Ivars Silis went to Northeast Greenland to make
observations oa poli.1l' benrs in the area around Daneborg. In particular,
Si1is I,;ras charged Hith the task of finding 2. suitable operation area for
future bear investigations ill the field.
Based upon Silis 1 reports a jaint Norwegian-Danish expedition is planned
to take place in spring 1971 with the headquiHte.r at Nesters Vig run"ay
and making use of aircraft and helicopters in search for dens and bears.
In early spring 1970, Ivars Silis "as invited by the Canadian Wildlife
Service to participate i.n the Canadian bl2ar marking experiments in James
Bay, Ccmada. This lcindness of the: Can2dian Hildlifc S3I'vice gave [3i1is
valuable c.xperience in handli.ng bears and marking techniques, which will
be very useful for future operations in East Greenland.
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Polar Bear Hunting Statistics,
(True figures

arc

Greenlan~

p:cobably slightly higher)

East
Grecnl.
weather
& police
stations

N.W.

S • \'i.

Ang-

Sco-

Greenland

Grccnland

mags~·

rcsby-

salik

sund

195';

6

2

31

21

(20)

25?

105

1956

2

1

26

54

( 20)

25?

128

1957

If

1

42

28

(20)

15?

110

1958

12

1

29

61

(20)

zr?
.J.

148

1959

5

17

86

18

( 20)

25?

171

1960

7

8

28

23

(20)

35'1

121

1961

9

Lf·

25

19

(20)

31::?
J.

112

1962

Ilf

0

8

15

(20)

3D?

87

1963

8

2

21

15

(20)

40?

106

1964

2

4

27

15

(20)

IfO?

108

1965

I,.

8

55

35

(20)

60??

182

1966

6

2

1-~5

25

(20)

18

lJ.6

1967

1

5

'70

31

(20)

23

150

1968

2

2

52

62

( 20)

].~.
.. ?

153

,', )

Estimated average

,', )

Thule

Total
for
Greenl.

Average

per
Y"ar

128
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NORWEGIAN POLAR BEAR INVESTIGATIONS
by
cand.

real.

Thor

Universitetet i

Larsen~ Institutt for Harin Biologi}
Oslo, Frederiksgt. 3, Oslo 1, NOrlwy.

Introduction
A Nonvegian polar bear progrmmnc, arranged as a cooperative enterprise
between Universitetet i Oslo and Norsk Polarinstitutt~ has previously
been presented at the First International Scientific Meeting on the
Polar Bear in Fairbanks, Alaska, September 1965, and at the First Inter-,
national Neeting of Polar Bear Specialists in Morges) Switzerland,
January 1968. Activities in 1968 and in 1969 have mainly been focuse.d
on polar bear field studies in the Svalbard (Spitsbergen) region. A summer
expedition, mainly sponsored by the Horld Wildlife Fund U.S. National
Appeal, worked in the eastern Svalbard pack ice in August 1968. 31 polar
bears were successfully trapped and tagged and studied according to
mcthods developed previously (Larsen 1967 & 1969 a),
One bear marked ,in
1967 was also trapped, and none were lost due to trapping and handling
(Larsen 1968). Fro!n September 1968 and one year onwards, an expedition
which was established in Tjuv£jordcl1) Edgeoya, worked with ecological
and physiological polar bear investigations (Larsen 1969 b).
The group,
consisting of four men, was headed by Mr. T. Larsen, (ecological
programme) and Mr. N .A. Oristland (physiological prograuulle). The same
'tV'inter, a Finnish expedition in Sveagruva on Spitsbergen and a Dutch
gronp at Kap Lee on Edgeoya worked '''ith polar bear studies.

So far, a total of 103 polar bears have been trapped and tagged in Svalbard,
Of these there have been 17 recoveries. Biological samples, hunting
statistics and observations have been collected from trappers, meteorological
stations and from trophy hunters from 1966 onwards, This collecting will
be continued
In addition to the programme outlined above, polar bear investigations
have been performed by Mr. o. Lana, Oslo. His paper, liThe polar bear in
the Svalbard area II is now' in print, but with his permission, some of his
data and evaluations 'I:.Ji11 be presented in this report.
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Research Progress Renort

a.

Counts and estimates

Polar bear counts have been performed in the Sval bllrd region from air-

crafts, from ships crows nest and on ground) in particular in the eastern
waters. Although observation data have not been thoroughly examined) it
seems that polar bears are rather abundant in the eastern Svalbard sununer
pack. Evidently) it is a higher bear density there than off the Alaskan
coast in early spring. This view is confinned by Nr. J. \-1. Lentfer of the
Alaska Department of Fish and G2me and Dr. A.W. Erickson of the University
of "Hinnesota.

Both have long experience from polar bear research in

Alaska, and both have joined us on field expeditions to Svalbard - Dr.
Erickson for three months.
The rnarking/resighting/recovery data are not sufficient for a statistical
evaluation of the polar bear abundance in Svalbard.

'Mr. Lana states that there has been a decrease in the number of bears in
Svalbard 8inc2 the 1900' s, probably somewhat less than 2570. His view is
based on an evaluation. of cutch data from several regions (Lona 1970).

b.

Sex and age structure

The sex composition of 605 polar bears caught in Svalbard bet\geen 1.954 and
1966 are presented in Tablo 1. Of particular interest is the abundance of
females in tl18. November catches, 'tvhich may be explained by the fact that
I.-hey seek to the shores to den in late fall. One 'dill see that males
dominate the midwinter catches. Data from the summer is lacking in this
table. But sex composition of 95 bears trapped in t!_!_C'. pack the summers
1967 and 1968, are 31 maies to 22 females Ilnd 13 males to 19 females
respectively, \v1th an avera:~8 of 1.~4 males to L:-l females for those tHO
summers.
There .is nothing 'tvhich 11llgl.1t indicate a selection between sexes '\;,]it11
different hunting methods. Trophy hunte.rs do have the possibility to
choose a big bear, which should result in a selection towards old males
as in Alaska. HO,\;v8ver) the hunters normally take the first bear sighted
rather than risking no bear at all.
The age composition of 85 polar bears studied during the ecological polar
bear programme is listed in Table 3. Estimates nrc based on tooth wear and
on the 'tvidth of the canine enamel line. Two independent age estimates 'I;\,cre
made on each bear. A pm L~ has been pulled on ('.ach bear handled in 1968
summer expedition, i.e. 32 specimens. They have not yet been sectioned for
age determinations.

The age composition of 83 bears, trapped by Lona t:'18 \vintGt' 196Lr/65 arc
given in Table 3. It should be noted that Nr. Lono does not distinguish
betvlcen males older than 6 years and bet"l;'Jeen females older than 4 years.
His age determinations are based on the counting of tooth cementum layers
in the incisors, on skull measurements and on the closun:~ of cranial
sutures. Lono states that t\VO zones a:ce deposited in the cementum
annually up to the fourth year and only on8 zone is laid dow~ annually
j

thereafter (Lona 1970).

This does not correspond with Mr. Lentfer's
investigations, nor vJith "Jhn.t Juve been found by Marks c.md Erickson (1966)
and by Stoneberg and Jonk01 (1966) in their· age studi0S on the black b0ar.

c.

Individual reproductive performance

In his paper~ J:.-11:'. Lono has presented some valuable information on the
breeding biology of the polar bear. Of particula:r interest are his
histological .examinations of polar benr testis and ovaries. He also
presents data about litter sizes at different periods of the cub's life.

Lana

Mr.
states that the male polar bear reach sexual maturity at the age
of 3~ year. Females also become sexually mature at this age, but often
they do not breed until the follmving year. His estimate of the ovulation
frequency is based on the examination of 14 ovaries ~ \\1hich gives an average

of 2.07 corpora lutea per f0male.

In Table 4 the obs0rvation of litt0r

sizes of polar bear cubs 2-·1.1" months old are listed, 'vith an average of 1.67.
Litter sizes of cubs in their second winter are presented in Table 5, and
comparative data from several regions i.n Table 6.
It has been discussed v.,7£1ethe1' the polar bear females Hill breed every
second or every third year. Generdlly, it has been assumed that because
the so"\V"s are accompanied by th2ir cubs for IJ2 yeaJ::' or more, they do not
accept a male until the folloH:Lng [,pring. There are some observations
from Svalbard ~ hO"\';lev8):', which indicate that this is not so. In late Narch
1965, Lon6 observed a big male. approaching a female with a yearling~ obviously

in an 0ffort to mate (Lone 1970).

In lat0 January 1969, W0 trapped a

female with two yearlings, which were accompanied by an old male. The group
stayed together for some days. An analogous observation vms made at Kap Lee
in late April thE same year '>Jhen a female Hith her t,,..,o yearlings vJere
observed \vith a male for almost one Heck (1'. Oosterveld p. comm.). T'wo
such observations were also made by the trapper K. Torsvik on Ryke Yse byane
media March 1968 and media ApriT 1969 (Ie Torsvik p. comm.).

LonG (1970) states that breeding season haG it.s height bet"\veen late April and
late July, and that most cubs are born in mid-January. This last statement
is verified by t.he sizes of t,-.,1O foetus collected from a sow shot on Ryke Yse
6yane on December 21, 1968. These specimons al-e nO\\1 in the collections at
Institute of Marine Biology in Oslo, to b0 examin0d later.

d.

Production at denning areas

Spring activities on the 1968/69 winter expedition on Edgooya were nlainly
focused on den surveys. Al though Edgc()ya and Barentsoya both \..rere
carefully surveyed by means of ski-doo and dog teams from ~2bruary to
late Hay 1969, dens Iwre only found on Nagerpyntcn (2) and on Kvalpynten (1).
Denning :::light also have occurred in Diskobukta and in Freemannssundet.
Leino (1970) points out that: denning depends on the occurrence of ice along
the coast. However, in 1968 the ice came unusually early, and Storfjorden~
Freemannssundet and Tjuvfjorden were frozen already by late October.
Conditions should therefore be excellent for denning, but nevertheless, I
\vould be surprised if more than a dozen females denned on the t\'1O islands
that '1'linter. Accor'ding to previous air surveys, the number of denning
females on Kong Karls Land do not exceed 30 at the best. Some dens are
evidently located on Nordaustlandct and some on Kvitoya. But even so) it
seems very unlikely that the Svalbard archipelago can recruit the annual
harvest of polar bears in that region. It is more probable that the bears
migrate to the islands from Frans Josef Land or from Novaya Zemlya in the
Soviet Arctic.

e.

Estimation of hunting and natural mortality

The difference betHeen an ovulation rate of 2.07 and an average litter size
of 1.67 'tvhen the cubs arc about to leave the dens, suggests a mortality
rate of about 20% during pregnancy and in the cub I s first \\leeks of life. The
mortality rate in the cub's first year of life, calculated from tables 4 and
5~ is also probably around 20%.
Death may be caused by various injuries in
the pack, by clro'\.vning (C. Vibe p. comrn) ~ or by cannibalism. Cubs are often
killed ,'!hen they have lost their mother. Observations have been made of
cubs abandoned by their mothers. This is likely to happen "hen the family
is chased by other bears, by dogs or by man. On the other hand, there are
observations of cub and yearling adoption in the polar bear (Lono 1970,
K. Torsvik p. comm.).
The dr0l1ning of bears which drift aHay with the pack ice is probably an
important mortality factor. Vibe (1967) has 8hOl-m a correlation bet\1een
the polar bear abundance and pack ice conditions, '1ifhat we also have observed
on our sumner expeditions to Svalbard. We noted that bears were often found
close to the edgc~ of the ice. When big iccfloes or sections of the pack
drift off, bears in that ice will most likely perish.
During the 1967 summe:;:- expedition, tvlO dead bears were found in the pack)
one by our expedition vessel and another one by "fortuna l1 , a sealer trophy
hunting in the same region. The bodies had no scars or bullet \\lounds, and
a brief autopsy did not reveal the cause of death. Both bears Ivcre about
6 years old, and in fair condition.
Preliminary evaluations of the age composition or the Svalbard polar bear
catches do not indicate an over-harvest of that population. The av<:~rage age
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in the nori-selective catch is relatively high compared with the Alaskan
polar bear harvest) which is highly selective towards big, and hence old
males. See Table 3. The recovery of 17 bears of a total of 103 marked is
alarmingly high ho"ever, and deserves at.tention.
&1 evaluation of the polar bear hunting statistics will be presented under

Conservation Progress Report. Figure 1, which is from Lanols
publication~ demonstrates hOHcver the correlation between the polar bear
item

2~

catches on the' meteorological station on Hopen and the price on polar bear

hides and t.he ice condit.ions around the island. Although there is a clear
correlation between ice conditions and catches over short time intervals
it is more questionable Hhether ice conditions alone can explain the
increased catch from the middle of the 50thies on"ards. It should be
noted that the increase starts at about 1956, vn1en the Russians prohibited
polar bear hunting in the Soviet A~ctic. A possible correlation between the
abundance of polar bears on Hopen and this prohibition should not be
neglected, particularly in view uf a probable connection between polar
bem: stocks in Svalbard and in the tvestern Sovi.et Arctic.
$

2a.

Capturi.ng and marking

During the sununer expeditions for polar bear trapping and mad<.ing to

Svalbard 1966/67/68, a total of 87 bears have been trapped and tagged (Lf,
51 and 32 respectively). The "inter 1968/69 additional 16 bears "ere
marked, 4 in Tjuvfjorden and 12 at Kap Lee.
So far, there have been 17
recoveries, of Hhich 16 are from Svalbard region, and most of them not
very far from "';.;There they have been ffiJ.rkcd. Only one has been shot in
Nanortalik in SH Greenland. See Fig. 2.
There has been a recovery of a polar bear frem the Thule district, NH
Greenland, Hith an old "ound, evidently from a bullet, in its front (C. Vibc,
p. comm.). This bullet hole seems to have been caused by a vertical set gun.
Nr. Lono reports hO'ivever, that he is the only one who ever has used this
hunting device on polar bears in Svalbard, and that he never lost a bear in
this trap. This skull can therefore not be taken as a proof of a migration
of polar bears from Svalbard to the nortlwestern regions of Greenland. It
must be remembered that set guns have also been used in Greenland by polar
bear trappers.
Recoveries of polar bear,S tagged in Svalbard, Canada and Alaska confirm
the theory that polar bears rather belong to separate populations or
breeding groups "';-lith limited exchange betHeen them, than to one circumpolar
stock migrating around the Pole. Most probably, the Svalbard polar bear
stock is connected vli.th bear populat:Lons at Frans Josef Land 2nd Novaya
Zemlya. Some bears seem to migratG from Svalbard to east Greenland. This is
most likely to occur in years with much ice in the Greenland Sea. Aerial
surveys, observations during the 1968/69 Hinter expedition on Edgeoya and the
recoveries of tagged bears, indicate a westward migration of bears in late
fall, 'iv-hen bears move from the eastern pack to the fjords on the vest coast
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of Spitshergen. In late t'Jinter and early spring, therG is a strong
migration eastlvards again ~ and bears are very frequent outside Kvalpynten
and Ncgerpynten where there is pack ice between the land and the open sea
further south (Larsen 1969b).

2b.

Taxonomy

The taxonomic investigations of polar bears is Svalbard and other rcgions~
are mainly based on electrophoretic studies of Serum proteins. Preliminary
investigations show that there is a difference betHcen the Svalbard and the
Alaska polar bear populations. Additional samples have been collected,
but have not yet been analyzed due to the 1968/69 field effort on other
topics, outlined above.

3.

Other topics

Obse:cvations on polar bear behaviour, of stomach content and on local

migration have been made throughout the studyj but have not yet been
analyzed. Trichina samples have been collected for examination.

Hr. N.A. Oritsland, leader of the physiological polar bear programme, has
performed laboratory studies on captive polar bears in Svalbard and in Oslo
since 1967, as well as anatomical and histological studies on dead bears.
He has in particular focused on the temperatuJ~c rC3ulatory mechanism in the
polar bear under various conditions. He has also studied the effects of
the immobilizing drugs Etorphine (M 99) (Reckitts) and Sernylan (phencyclidine hydrocloride) (Parke Davis & Co.). His results will be published
in the ncar future.
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Plaaning and Coordinntiol1 of f',csearch Programmes 1970-1971

After the completion of the 1963/69 field investigations in Svalbard> the
analysis of biological samples and observation data have been initiated.
The serum analysis and the age determination on skulls and tooth material
have got the highest priority in 1970.

While studying the. skulls of the 1967/68/69 polaj~ bear catch from Ryke

Yse oyane, an interest.ing fact has been revealed: There is a sexual
dirnorphism in both the llppC::'- and the 10\-18:;:- molar ro"lS in the polar bear ..
Of !t.g females and L:·2 malc~t:; studied so far, there is only an overlap of
four observations in thesc.! measurements. See Fig. 3. Polar bear
specialists shaule: be cH':'8.re 0:::: tb.is fact, \vhich may be used in classifying
unidentified skull material regardless of age> provided the permanent
teeth have completely erupted in the specimens. The result of this study
has not yet been published:_ GS 2dditional matcri£ll is required.

Nost probably ~ field tnvestigati.ons in Svalbard will not be repeated before
1971 at the best. ThcI'C i.s ho\vevcr an urgent need to map and to study
polar bear dennint; regions) <'lS previously suggested by the Russians.
Although harvest statistics do not reveal an overharvest of polar bears
in Svalbard, the increasing activity by man in the archipelago - i.c. by
oil and mineral prospectors) by scientific expeditions, sport hunters and
touri.sts -- may ]H'OVC to be fatal for the polar bear. An increased activity
in the denning areas \\7i1.1 undoubtedly ha-'J8 a much greater effect on the
population than hunting alone ~ 'dhich easily can be regulated and controlled.
Therefore, large scale surveys of the pol["!.y bear dcnning regions should be

conducted on an international bD.sis.

As problems of population discretc:ness

and migrntory patterns have not yet been solved - partly because of lnck of
information from some Arctic resions _. data can best be obtained through
radio trac.ld.ng and tclemctry tcchniql..:cs. There is em urgent nced for a l.1Dng
ran.ge radio tranf.:11~~ttcr 2nd i:,ece:i.vcr system, [l device which already has been
under development for the Alo.skm1 polar bear project (J. Lentfer, p. comm.).
Eventually, the nations involvcd in the current polD.r bear investigations
around the Arctic ~ should CatTy the devclopment cost of such equipment, \'lhich
later could be <:lpplied in each cou.utry i s bear projects.
\4e are in particular" dcpchclcnt upon a close collaboration \'lith Danish and
Russian scj.cntists and institl'tions in future radio tracking and marking
programs. There is a strong evidence that the Svalbard polar bear stock is
recrui ted from bear populat:ions in the \\icstcrn Soviet Arctic, and that some
bears migrntc. from Svalbn.rd to Grecnlnnd.
Lentfer and Brooks (1969) hClve pubJ.Lshec1 cl2ta on the durability of the ear
tags used in the Alaskan polar :)ear study. It seems that their nylon tags
are not of the S2me quality .:J.r:> those used in t:he Non\icgian pJ:ogramnw
(Salascolor Ear Tags). It is ve.ry important that the car tags are strong and
durable, as the recovery of the rcL::tt:i.vcly fevl bears marked Hill furnish

scientists with invaluable data and information. During our study, we
have found that the model metal tags (National Band and Tag Co) tend to
cause infections and that they are more often lost than the nylon tags.
It is a question whether the metal tags should be abandoned.
Instead
effort should be made in developing better eartags which will not cause
infections or irritations and ~hich will keep even under the harsh
conditions that prevail in the Arctic.
l

There is a need for additional serum samples from various regions in the
Arctic, in order to study populations as previously outlined. In
particular, samples frolu the Soviet Arctic, Canada and Greenland are
:required.

Oslo, January 1970
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-34APPENDIX V

liARVEST AND

~ffiNAGEMENT

OF THE POLAR BEAR IN NORWAY, 1967-1969
by

Magnar Norderhaug

Norsk Polarinstitutt
P.O. Box 5054, Majorstua
Oslo 3, Norway

Polar bear harvest in Svalbard, 1967-1969
During the last 3 years, 1967-1969, a total of 876 polar bears were taken
during Norwegian hunting activities. More than 95% of the total harvest
were taken in the Svalbard area.
Like the previous years, different categories of hunters took part in the
hunting activities in 1967-1969, and the number of polar bears taken by
the different categories are still changing from one period to another.
The main groups were weather station ere.;", wintering hunters) miners and
residents, tourist hunters and sealers.

The main part of the total harvest were taken by weather station crew and
wintering trappers (632 of the total 876 animals). The annual harvest
from sealing vessels are no longer of any importance, due to the marked

decrease in sealing activity in the Svalbard waters since the middle of
the 1960's. During the last 3 years only 20 polar bears out of the total
876 animals were taken by sealers.
The number of polar bears taken by tourist hunters during the. summers,

varied between 33 and 38 in the last 3 years.
The harvest from miners, other residents (and a few scientific expeditions)
varied between 28 and 49 in the same period.

The harvest during the period 1967-1969 indicates an increasing trend in
the annual kill compared with the average per year for the 1960's in general.
Recoveries of 17 polar bears froln the 103 marked in Svalbard waters 1966-69
reflect also the rather heavy hunting pressure in this part of the Arctic at
the moment.

Polar bear harvest in Svalbard 1960-1969.

A summary.

A total of 2765 polar bears were taken during Norwegian hctnting activities
in the Arctic in this period, the m8.in part in the Svalbard area. Only II,
of these ~vere cubs. However, the loss of cubs in connection Vlith the use
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of setguns is not kno'~1. In the five year period, 1960-64, the annual
harvest varied bet'deen 137-4·37, and in the period, 1965-69, bet"een
185-435. Average per year in the fi.rst and second five year period were
253.8 and 299.0 respectively, indicating the increased trend in the
Norwegian harvest during the last years. The variation in the total harvest,
1960-69 is sho'~1 in Figure 1.
In Figure 2 the polar bear harvest in the 1960's is compared "ith the
harvest since 1945. The number taken by the different hunter categories
in the last two five year period appear from Figure 3.
As seen from the figure, 76.5% of the total harvest 'dere taken by weather
scation cre\V" and \vintering trappers in the last five year period (compared
with 52.2% in the period 1960-61,). The percent taken by sealers decreased
from 29.1% to 2.1%, while the number taken by tourist hunters during the
summers remained fairly constant (13.7% - 12.2%). The relatively low and
stable number of polar bears killed by tourist hunters during the 1960's
are explained by two f.actors:, the restricted number of tours, and the
quota of one animal per hunter.
For people in the m~n~ng to\;m Longyearbyen, and other residents on Svalbard,
an increasing participation in the polar bear hunting is observed, partly
as the result of an increasing number of skidoos on Spitsbergen. Hunting
is not allm'led from skidoos, but people use it for t"cansport to a much
wider hunting area than previously. Illegal hunting from skidoos also
occurs. A summary of the hunting statistics, 1960-69 appears in Table 1.
Some reservations regarding the accvracy are necessary as errors may occur
in the Nor'\l7egian statistics on the polar bear harvest. This is caused by
the present, very unsatisfying report system.

Present hunting activities

As seen from the statistics, the annual kill of polar bears in Svalbard
has increased since 1966. This is mainly a result of the increasing number
of polar bears taken at the weather stations (mainly Hopen) and by wintering
trappers.
The increasing trend most probably reflects increased hunting effo.rt and
not any increase in the number of polar bears in Svalbard. The increased
hunting effort could be explained by two different but closely related
factors:
1.

The proposal for nm" regulations presented early in 1968 made it
clear that a total regulation of the polar bear harvest and a prohibition
of, the setgun method could be put into force.

2.

During the last years, prices for polar bear skins have increased
steadily. This increase has been very marked since the middle of the
1960's> 111ain1y as a result of increasing demand for polar bear skins
on the international market. This is again caused by the restricted

-36number of skins at the market and the impression that the polar
bears are near extinction and accordingly "l;vi11 be. unobtainable
\vi thin a f C1;\I year s .

Increase in hunting effort include increasing number of wintering trappers
(all are people leaving other occupations for this purpose), but probably
also a greater number of setguns and increased hunting activity in general
at the weather stations. Data on the relation between number of killed
bears and hunting effort on Bopen has been collected by T. Larsen, but are
not yet analyzed.
Relation botHean increased prices and the polar bear harvest on Hopen are
presented in O. Lonols recent paper (and included in the research report
by T. Larsen at this meeting).
In 1966 the prices paid 1:0 hunters for winter skins were about 1 ,000 N.Kr.
In 1969 a main part of the Norwe::,ian harvest were sold directly to the
international market, probably at prices close to 2,000 N.Kr. per skin.
This winter (1969 .. 70) the hunting effort is still more expanded, due to the
factors mentioned above.
Six groups of \'Jintering hunters ar(~ staying in Svalbard in addition to
people at the \·Jeather stations and the communities. The: location of the

groups appear from Figure L~. As seen from the figure, the concentration
of the hunting groups is found in the southern and south"estern parts of
the archipelago (where polar bears occur in greatest number).
It is impossible at this time of the year to give exact number of the
harvest in 1969-70, but the harvest may well result in a total betwoen
350-400 for this season.

Hunting regulations

In April 1.968 a proposal for neCl hunting regulations for polar bears "as
presented to the responsible ministry (The Ministry of Agriculture) by a
Clorking group appointed by t.he Interministry Advisory Board for Svalbard
Affairs. Important paragraphs in this proposal were (unofficial
translation) :

2:

Hunting of polar bears must not tak"c pla"ce without special
permission from the responsible "Ninistry. The. hunting of
po1.ar bears are regulated by a yearly quota.

6:

It is prohibited to kill cubs or females accompanied by cubs.

7:

No guns other than rifles cal. 6.5

lilin

and over,

mus~

be used

for polar bears.

All traps, including satguns and poison are prohibited.

-37Tracking and hunting f:com aircrafts:; motor driven vehicles

and motorboats are prohibited.
It is illegal in Non<lay to import, deli.ver~ sell or receive
unprepared skins of polar bears ~vithout tags from the

12:

r~sponsible

Ministry.

Unfortunately, no action in relation to this proposal has so far been
taken by the Ministry of Agriculture. New regulations have been announced~
but at the present time it is still uncertain 'dhen they will be put into

force.

Reserves
Kong Karls Land in the eastern Svalbard "ms visited by a biological field
group from Norsk Polarinstitutt in the first week of August~ 1969.
Svenskoya, the western part of Kongsoya and the pack bet"cen the t"o
islands '\\ierc surveyed.
No bears

\'lGre

seen on this island or in the pack, in spite of favourable

icc conditions (7-9/10 ice cover). Two bears werc ,however , seen 9 naut.
miles west of Svenskoya 4 August and one 3 naut. miles west of the same
island 5 August. One~ or probably two old dens ~vere observed in SUOVl slopes
at the south"estern part of Svenskoya.
It is impossible from a short and incomplete summer survey to make any
conclusions regarding the importance of Kong Karls Land as a denning area
for polar bears. It seems ~ hO\\lcver ~ reasonable to conclude~ that the
general opinion of Kong Karls Land as a densely populated area should be
treated with more care. These small islands are) hm'7ever} an unique and
isolated part of Svalbard "here bears probably den every year. ThIs is
taken into consideration in the present planning of national parks and
reserves in Svalbard. The protection of the polar bear on Kong Karls Land
In 1939 included only prohibItion of hunting in this area and not a
protection of the habitat. In the plans~ now in preparation, Kong Karls
Land ~\lill be proposed as a permanent polar bear reserve.
The increasing importance associated with the maintenance of: habitats and
communitIes of arctic "Udlife should preferably be discussed further in
connection with the future activities of this working group.
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APPENDIX VI
This report follows

th~

subjGct headings employed at the

first working meeting of polar bear specialists in

January 1968.
Some data and interpretations are preliminary; it is requested that information from the
report not be published without permission.

POLAR BEAR RESEARCH AND CONSERVATION IN ALASKA, 1968 - 1969
by
Jack Iv. Lentfer
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Barro«, Alaska

flgcndn Item 1
Research Progress Report

ESTIMATION OF ABUNDANCE, PRODUCTIVITY, AND MORTALITY

Counts and Estimates
We have attempted to census polar bears by making aerial counts in sampling
areas from fixed-wing light aircraft. The method appears to be unsuitable
for obtaining estimates of total nurtbers because it is difficult to see
white bears against a white background and there is no way to determine

how many bears are present in sampling areas and not seen (Lentfer, et. al.
1967). Infra-red photography or heat-sensing equipment will probably be
used in the future as an aid in locating bears.
We are obtaining data from hunting guides on the number of bears they S2e
per unit of time spent flying over the ice. Data for three of the
villages from which much of the hunting occurs are presented in Table 1.
These data cannot be used to predict total nu~bers «ithin areas of
observation, but «e feel they are somewhat compaLable from year to yeaL
and can be used as 'indicators of total numbers.
Changes in abundance of bears in an area from year to year can be caused

by differing ice conditions as well as by changes in population size.

Sex and Age Structure
He are obtaining data at very little expense from hunting guides on
composition of bears ~lich they see '~lile hunting (Tables 2 and 3).

These

data do not represent true samples of populations since guides concentrate

on tracking single bears Lather than frunily groups.

However they are probably

Table].

Number of polar bears seen as reported by

"trpIQn(~

huntIng guIdes,

1966-1969.

-----_.
Flying TIme ---Hunt In9 TIme

-,,~-

~

Teller
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Barrow
Total

--illi!u rs 1

lll.9J!.r.1i.L.-_fillt'''" Hour

1968
To 11 or
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_..Ji!:!.f.!.~
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(j.a
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3·9
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1~ 9
t .h
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3·0
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1·3
2..2
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9
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1. '
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,> '
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l.l

2· i

1. 0
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1969
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:BJ

~(

2.6

Table 2.

Composition of polar bears seen as reported by airplane
hunting guides. 1966-1969.
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Table 3.

Composition of polar b',;)ars seen as reported by air"plane
hunting guides (data combined for all hunting locations
shown in Table 2).
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1.7

of some value in furnishing

cOiA~,'.:'.r)_s0n3

from year to year.

The only population structure information that T,lf8 .:lre able to collect
directly is from bea.rs killed by hLHi.to.rs and from animals immobilized
for tagging. This wi1.1 b2 prc3ented in other sections of this paper.
We are able to obtain a tooth for age determination from nearly all bears
harvested and from bears which an' immobilized for tagging. A PM l is taken
from live bears and a PMI or M3 is taken from dead animals. The molar is
preferedd because its larger cross section provides more area for
examination. Teeth are decalcified in 3 percent hydrochloric acid until
they are flexible or feel slightly rubbery.
Premolars decalcify in 18-24
hours; molars require 3-L~ days. After being decalcified, teeth are \vashed
in running tap \Vater for a minimum of 3-4 hours to remove acid. Cross
sections approximately 50 n:icrons thick are cut with a microtome cryostat
at a temperature of -15 deg~ees C. Sections are cut from the portion of
tooth about one-third of the (~istance from the root tip to the root-crmvn
junction. It appears that the maximu:'l1 number of annuli which have been
formed in the cc:mentum arc prescn."l: here, and that annuli here may be somewhat more di.stinct than in other portions of the tooth. Sections are
stained for 3-5 minutes in H~trri.s·-He:natoxylin modified for Papanicolaou
staining (Paragon C. and C. Co" Inc., NCM York, NaH York). Layering in
the cementum is exanlined ,('lith a ;::;OOr:1 binoct~lar dissecting microscope at
magnifications bctt;'1cen SOx <:nu 120x.
Layering in cementurn of polar b'2ar teeth is more difficult to read than
in bro\vn bear teeth, and subjective interpretation must be made in Some
cases to assign an age. ~~:L2 g=e~~s3t difficulty in interpretation occurs
when what appear to b(-~ annuaJ. layers spl.it into t\vO or more layers.
Different persons examining t:he same teeth are generally in close
agreement hm<lcver. The very I-Luli ted number of teeth that \ve have from
known-age bears SUgg8sts that the technil~ue is valid. Our tagging program
should yield morC? teeth from ~(n,)vm'"age animals as recoveries arc made of
bears tagged as cubs, yearlirLgs, and 2-y(;;ar-olds. We have been able to
obtain only one knm,m-age tooth from a zoo bear and are still most anxious
to obtain knOHl1-8.ge teeth and/or skulls from zoos and other \<101'ke1's.

Reproduction
Female reproductive tracts [11'8 being collected to aid in understanding
individual reproductive pcrfo;_-n~c.lncc. This rnethod has limitations since
females form a relativ2ly sT:1all portion of ~he harvest, and females
accompanied by cubs cannot ])("'! ta1.<cn by hunters; therefore, it is difficult
to obtain adequate specimen material. The specimens examined thus far
indicate that corpora lutca arc not visible macroscopically after a year
and that placental scars may persist fa;: as long as 6 years and can be
distinguished fol' at least tuo lafferent pregnancies. With adequate
reproductive tract sp2cim:::;n nV;1.terii'.ll, teeth for age determinations> and
field observations [mu <.:180S of J'oung accompanying females, it should be

··1;9··

possible tio estimate the number of young

~hat

a female can produce in a

lifE~time.

Examination of reproductJ./8 cracts of old female.s Hill probably
not reveal the exact numbej~ of young pt"oducecl by j_ndividual animals.

Testes and epididymides are also being collected and examined to better
understand male breeding biology.

Testes and epididymides from 4·3 animals

have been examined for presence of sperm (Table 4).

Sperm were not seen

in specimens from a yearling and a 2-yct'.x-old animal.

Sperm were seen in

February~

March) and April specimens of all bears 3 years old and older.
The oldest was aged at 19 years. Sperm \:'ere not se.en in August specimens
from mature animals.

Production at Denning Areas
There is only a very limited amount of denning by pregnant females along
the northern Alaska coast. Dens have been reported along cut banks of
rivers and in shore ice adjacent to small island~) east of: the mouth of
the Colville River. Dens are much more sparsely distributed along the
Alaska coast than in denning areas i,;,hic h have been described in other
countries (Uspenskii> 8.11. and F.B. Chernyavski 1965; Harington 1968).

It is believed that some females den on heavy pack ice north of Alaska.
Cubs of the year and tracks have been 8een ;.n April as far as 60-80 miles
from shore. In some cases cubs were so small and the ice ';vas rough enough
that it is believed they could not have:; HaL<cd b:om shore. We haVe; :lot
found any dens on the pack ice ho,;"rever. Eec2use most of our vJOrk is within
80 miles of shore ~ we do not have OLS8I'vHtions further from shore than this.

Estimation of Hunting and Natural Mor.~0.1it):
Annual hunting mortality in recent years has ranged from 200 to 400.
Details ';vill be presented in the section on. hai:vest statistics. He have no
measure of natural mortality.

MOVEMENTS AND

Capturing, Harking, and

POPUL!~rION

DISCRETENESS

Radio-Track~!~il

The major effort t.o determine discreteness of populations off the Alaska
coast has been a movements study based on a mark and recovery program.
Animals are located by tracking on the ocean icc:~ ';\lith a helicopter in
February, l1arch, and April and marked after immobilizing vith phencyclidine

hydrochloride (Serny18n) and promazine hydLocbloridc (Sp8rine).

Animals

are marked with e2r tags, tattoos> tUJ:' dye) and collars. Details on
inunobilizing and mnrl<.ing are given hy tentfer (1968; 1969). In 3 years of

.~

Table 4.

50 -

Results of examination for sperm In polar bear testes
and epididymides.

- - - - -...- --..--.-__ Age C1ass._(yeaf s L__.....2!?ec i 'r:£'l~_.__Il.!"e

No~-o'f--~-Date-o~-----'--

IJano;)

2

3

~lature

Pex.:J.od _...J!perm_9b~.£xved

Mar.

2

Feb<l 3

34

Feb. 2

5

No

3
10
~

"

No

Mar. 25

Yes

Apr. 23

Yes

Aug. 12" 16

No
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tagging, 202 bears have been tagged off the Alaska coast by the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game and the U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries ann
Wildlife (Table 5).
Three marked animals have been recaptured and fifteen have been killed by
hunters. A number of resightings have also been made, most during the
period immediately following tagging. Recovery data not including resightings are sun~arized in Table 6. There are not yet enough tag recoveries
to draw conclusions about movements and population identity. Nearly half
the recoveries made 9 months or longer after tagging have been in the same
general area where tagged. Animals have also been recovered cast and
west of the tagging site. The longest movement has been by a male tagged
north of Barrow and recovered 2 years later 500 miles to the southwest
off the Russian coast. There was also a long movement to the east by a
female ",Uh tlW cubs marked north of Barrow. She ,,,as recaptured a year
later with two yearlings northeast of Barter Island. In considering
these movements as indicated by tag recovery, it should be noted that
recovery effort is not uniform and is intensive in areas where tags have
been applied.
Table 7 presents data on condition of marks on bears ,,,hich have been recaptured or taken by hunters. Neither the nylon nor the metal tag appears
to have a distinct advantage over the other. Some metal tags vJere gone
li,1hen animals were recaptured or skins presented for examination, and some
nylon tags ",ere broken so that numbers could not be read.
We are also attempting to mark animals by having them ingest a chemical
which marks bones and teeth for a long period of time. The chemical marker
is demethychlortetracycline (Dl1CT), an antibiotic which chelates "ith
calcium ions in bones and teeth. The presence of DMCT in these tissues is
indicated by the emission of a characteristic golden-yel101" fluorescence
under ultraviolet light. Linhart and Kennelly (1967) have reviewed
literature and presented data on fluorescent bone labeling of coyotes.
Fluorescence was more evident in younger coyotes but could be recognized
in all treated animals, the oldest of '~1ich was 12 years. Frost et. al.
(1961) found fluorescence persisting for as long as 9 years after
administration of the drug. For marking polar bears we have used 2400
milligrams of DHCT (Declomycin, Lederle Laboratories, Pearl River, Nm" York)
in about a la-pound piece of seal meat and blubber. These baits have been
placed along the coast between Barro", and Hainwright at locations where
bears most often occur or where there are walrus carcasses to attract bears.
Baits are placed on platforms above the ground so that foxes cannot reach
them. Our program of monitoring the harvest should a1J.o'\;\7 us to examine
under ultraviolet light skulls and/or teeth of nearly all bears killed.
He have been attempting for more than 2 yeurs to have radio~·tracking
equipment developed ",hich would aid in determining movements. Available
equipment is judged to be unsuitable because of battery life and range
limitations. Our first attempt was a cooperative proj(~c-t ,,1ith the
University of Sydney, Australia. We dealt ",ith electronics firms ",ho had not
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Table 5.

C~'fnpo5ition
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Table 6.

Recovery data on polar bears tagged In Alaska.
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1
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1
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7

1

5
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1 yr,
') 1110.

'1 yr

1/
«'"

Go

1

Does not i fie I ud(~ one hunter·ld lIed bear for '",h1ch data are i nCOO1ph,te.

-55had experience in
and space field.
a laboratory that
radio collars and

biotelemetry and whose background was in the defense
Results Ivore unsatisfactory. i>Je. are 110H working with
has had experience in biotelemetry, and we will have
aircraft receivers for testing in the spring of 1970.

Taxonomy
We have collected about 200 skulls as part of the cooperative program
whereby Hr. Tom Hanning of Canada and Dr. F.B. Tchernavsky of Russia will
make morphometric comparisons of skulls from different parts of the polar
basin. We have measured and examined these skulls and are obtaining length,
width, and condylobasel length measurements from bears killed by hunters.
We have not yet made statistical comparisons, but it appears that male
bears from the Chukchi Sea '"est of Alaska are larger than males of the
same age from the Beaufort Sea north of Alaska. This tends to substantiate
some of the preliminary findings of Manning (pers. con@.). Body measurements
also tend to be larger for Chukchi Sea animals than for Beaufort Sea animals.
Skull measurements are now being processed for computer analysis.
We are also collecting blood samples so that Mr. Thor Larsen of Norway
can make electrophoretic serum comparisons with samples from other
locations in the polar basin.
Electrophoresis screening by the Institute of Arctic Biology at the
University of Alaska of blood enzymes, transferrin, hemoglobin, general
plasma proteins, muscle myoglobin, and cytochromes have shown no difference
that might indicate different r~ces of bears north and west of Alaska.
However a preliminary series of antibody precipitation tests has ShOiVTl some
differences between polar bear serum proteins from the two areas. Work on
this is continuing at the Institute of Arctic Biology.

Other
Ice movements undoubtedly affect bear movements and distribution and may
account for differences in abundance from year to year. For instance} in
the fall of 1967, winds brought hcavy ice south to Bering Strait unseasonably
early, and bears were far more common along the Alaska coast than usual.
We plan to revie'iv available ice records and attempt to relate ice movements
to what '\vc 1<:uO\.,7 of bear, abundance and distribution in recent years and what
we observe in the future. He are also obtaining information from Eskimos
on ice and current movements and their effect on bear movements.
Present studies by all nations are confirmed for the most part to coastal
areas. It will eventually be necessary to study the distribution, movements,
and abundance of bears throughout the polar basin. Drifting icc stations
may provide bases for studies fl\vay from shore and have provided Some very
preliminary information on distri.bution. Figure 2 shovJS locations of bears
seen and reeorded at the United States Ice Islands Arlis II and T-3 and also

-57by the British Trans--Arctic Expedition (records on fHe at the Naval
Arctic Research Laboratory~ Barrow, Alaska),

OTHER FUNDAMENTAL TOPICS OF ECOLOGY AND ADAPTATION

Food
We arC not conducting specific food habit studies. Incidental examination
of stomach contents and scats and observations made while tracking bears
for tagging indicate that bears on sea ice feed almost exclusively on
ringed and bearded seals. Bears on the beach in the winter feed also on
carrion) mainly walrus, seal, and whale carcasses.

Behavior and Physiology
We are not doing behavior or physiology studies although some information
on behavior is obtained incidental to other work.

Diseases and Parasites

Approximately 70 meat samples, mostly masseter muscle obtained in 1967,
have been examined for presence of Trichinella. About half the samples
were from bears killed west of Alaska and about half were from bears
killed north of Point Barrow. Of the bears from the west, 67 percent
were positive for Trichinella and of the bears killed north of Point
Barrow, 72 percent were positive.
Analysis is continuing on 1968 and 1969 specimens, and incidence and intensity of infection will be reported by area and age class of animal.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture is interested in Trichinella in the
Arctic from a public health standpoint and believes that the Arctic type
may be more viable than types found to the south. More detailed work,
including viability studies, "ill probably be done in conjunction with
the Department of Agriculture.
Observations on other parasites and pathogenic conditions arc being
recorded. The only other activity of this nature which is planned is
collection of fat tissue samples for insecticide analysis as has been done
by Jonkel (1969).
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flARVEST STATISTICS

During the hunting 88<:-180n we station men in the villages from 1;'lhich most
hunting occurs in order to collect datn and specimens. Hunters are
required by regulation to present hides and skulls to us for examination
and allow us to collect a tooth for age detcrrainntion. We thereby obtain
quite complete harvest information. figure 3 is the fOiem which is filled
out when the hide and skull arc examined.

Detailed information for 1968 and 1969 on harvest by area and type of
hunting arc presented in Tables 8 and 9. The high harvest in 1968 was
mainly because of an increased NQtivc kill. There were many more bears
on the coast in the winter of 1967 - 1968 than there arc most years,
apparently because heavy ice moved south earlier than usual in the fall of
1967 and brought bears with it.
Table 10 presents harvest and sex ratio data by class of hunter for years
1961-1969.
Tables 11 and 12 present skull size and age composition data for the years
1966_1969. Bears from the two areas are treated separately because, as
has been pointed out) there is some possibility that separate popuLations
are involved. The harves t figures indicate that· the three classes of
hunters are distinctively consistent with respect to sex of bears harve.sted.
Non-resident (not residing in Alnska) hunters arc most selective for males,
resident white hunters are moderately selective, and native hunters are
rarely selective except that cubs of the year and yearlings may not be
taken in every instance. Actually, the difference in selectivity bet1;,.reen
non-resident and resident trophy hunters is attributable to the guides who
seek larger bears for non-residents and conunonly charge them a higher fee
than they charge residents.
We do not know the degree to which changes in age composition of the
harvest from year to year are caused by true changes in the population
or are caused by varying conditions for hunting or other factors. Our
present system of monitorIng and results of other studies should allm., an
evaluation within a few years.
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Table 10.

Polar bear harvest and se)( ratios.
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HUNTING RESTRICTIONS

Prior to 1967, the main restrictions on trophy hunting were by bag limits
and seasons (one bear, exclusive of cubs and females with cubs, between
January 1 and April 30). An upward trend in the number of bears harvested
each year indicated a need for more restrictions.
In 1967, for the first time, guides were limited in the number of hunters
they could take out. One guide could take out six hunters, or two guides
working together, as is commonly done, could take out twelve hunters.
Hunters were required to have permits but there was no limit to the number
of permits issued. There were no serious problems with this regulation in
1967 and 1968. By 1969, however, more persons had become eligible to
guide and were taking out hunters. In addition, there were violations of
regulations by guides who took out more than six hunters.
It is now believed that the best method of restricting is by issuing a
limited number of permits directly to hunters. A reconnnendation will soon
go to the Alaska Board of Fish and Game, the regulatory fish and game body
for the State, for the issuance of 350 permits to huners who apply. It
will be recommended that permits be allocated by quota for the two major
hunting areas which possibly have different groups of bears and by quota
for the two types of hunters (resident and non-resident). If applicants
exceed quotas, applicants to receive permits will be chosen by drawing.
Residents are now allowed to take bears at any time and without limit for
food as long as cubs and females with cubs are not taken and an airplane
is not used. The primary reason for Arctic coast residents to take bears
is shifting from a desire for food to a desire for obtaining skins for
sale. It will be recommended soon that residents not be allowed to take
more than three bears per year for subsistence purposes.

FORMATION OF RESERVES

Reserves have not been established or proposed because there are no areas
in Alaska where bears come ashore in great numbers to feed or den.
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APPENDIX VII

POLAR BEAR RESEARCH AND CONSERVATION MEASURES IN THE U.S.S.R.
1968 - 1969"'
by
S.M. Uspenskii, A.A. Kistchinski
(Central Laboratory on Nature Conservation,
U.S.S.R. Ministry of Agriculture)

-k

A general review on the polar bear research and conservation

measures in the U. S .S.R., as "ell as the resul ts of such
studies in the previous years, are given in the report by

S.M. Dspenskii on the First International Working Meeting of
Polar Bear Specialists, and in the book "The Polar Bear and
its Conservation in the Soviet Arctic" (Leningrad, 1969).
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In 1968-1969 J the. main atte.ntion in the polEI'

b8cll.~

resem:ch in the

U.S.S.R. was paid to the numbers, dynamics, and str.ucture of polar bear
population.

The. main sources of data were the follo'wing: maternity den

counts in the main breeding areas; tagging; aerial counts on vast areas;
analysis of distribution and numbers of bears in some sample areas of
Soviet Arctic; analysis of questionnaires; parnsitological, biochemical,
morphological, and, to some extent, ethological studies. These studies
also expand our knowledge on general aspects of the biology of the
species.
The research program "Polar bear and its conservation in Soviet Arctic ll
is vlOrkcd out by the Central Laboratory on Nature Conservation, U.S.S.R.
Ministry of

A~~ricul ture

(under the guidance of Dr. S .H. Uspcnskii).

The

Laboratory also co-ordinates research and practical measures concerning
polar bear conservation, carried out in the U.S.S.R. by other institutions
and departments.
Counts of maternity dens Ii/ere made in 1969 (March 17 - April 10) In the
main breeding area - the V!:,ungcl Island. There were carried out g~::;ound
routes about l,OOO k111 long as '\<71211 as double afr surveys. The techni.que
of cl"n survey was tile same as in 1964 (Uspenskii and Tchernyavsky, 1965).
Due to a very small depth of snow as well as non-typical distribution of
sl1O\:vbanks and non-typical sea-icc condit.ions in the autumn or 196H, the
distribution of dens on the Island wns unusual (as compared, [or example,
to 1964). During our work, dens were found in few snowbanks, and in.
such places often at a distance of several meters on0 from another.
Because of a rather thin sno\·;' cover over the dens (sometimes 5-10 em only),
the "snow-porches II formed of excavated snow in front of den entrances 1;vcre
small and hardly visible on the snoW slopes. It made the counts of dens
difficult. Under these conditions WC:. had to abandon attempts for total
den counts and to study more thoroughly arcas with the greatest
concentration of dens.
In 1969, we found 77 dens on the Vrangel Island. Due to the above
ulentioned reasons, this figure. does not allow us to evaluate changes in
numbers of breeding females against 1964. One may onl} suppose that the
numbers have not changed c'Ssentiall-y. Ncverthelc..s5" invG.stigation of more
than 60 dens made possible to onrich our ~nowlBdge on the winter ecology
of the polar bear, as well as to improve the techniqUE-; of den counting.
In the Dram-Head mountains (the. north-wost of the Vrangcl Island) measuring
about 8 x 3 km, in 1969, there W'Qrc ,1bout 60 dens. Taking into account that
the majority of slopes had no denn, such a density of denning females is
probably unique fmc the Ii/hole Arctic. For cxample, Ii/e found two dens
divided only by sno," partition ';0 cm thiclc He, milY suppose that hmales
during the denning period arc probably indi£fe;rent to one another.
The overwelming majori.ty of dens was situated on the south-cast and south

slopes (whereas in 1964 they were situated mainly on the north-east and
north slopes) ranging in their altitude £rom 2-3 m to 350 m (usually
20-100 m). Dens were usually mad0- at E!. height of 10-50 rn nbove the foot

of the slope.

The majority of dens had one room averaged 1.75 m long by

1. f 45 m wide by 0,90 m high. The entr"nncc-\Vays from the room 'h1Crc. 1-6
(usually 2-3) m long by 70-·110 cm wide by 50-60 em high_ Dcm entrance
was usually lower than the bottom of the breedins room; it is effective
in conserving vJarm air in 'the clem. Some dens had more complicated

structure - several (up to five) rooms and passages between them.

It

proves that the activity of female (in particular, den digging activity)
takes place during parts of the Hinter. Some dens had narrow ventilntion
holes_
In 1969, 15 femalos (of 18 observed) had two cubs each and 3 - one cub.
Hean litter size - 1.8 _ Cubs found in "open" dens (Hard1 30 - April 10)
weighed 8.2 .- 10 kg (males, n=lO) and 8.2 -_. 11 kg (females, n·3)-.
First female outside. her den I,ms observed on March 11. A mass llopening tt
of dens took place from March 20 to AprilS. The majority of bear families
left dens and went to soa ice frorn March 25 to April 8. The intensive
mating period occurrf.:d in the middle of April (some pairs and paired tracks
"'ere observed).
The expediti.on has proved that j.n years (or areas) with poor SnO'i'l~ total
ground counts of bear dens are hardly relitlble. Such counts only allow
to study general distribution and to estimate relative numbers of dens.
To count all dens under such conditions i.t \-lould be necessary to survey
thoroughly and repeatedly every slope. The efficiency of aircraft
(especially helicopter) for total clen counting \\ILlS also proved. I-lo\\7over,
the technique of such work should be improved.

Polar pear tagging. Taking into account the importance of studying the
rate of attachment of £el~ale bears to n breeding territory) the Central
Laboratory on Nature Conservation began, in 1967~ experiments on
immobilizing and tagging female polar bears 1.n and ncar their dens, on the
Franz-·Joseph Land. In 1969 ~ such e.xpcriments \<I'erc rather success fully
continued on the Vrcmgel Island.

In March and April of 1969, bears 'were tmmobilized by HCap-Churl! pOvlcier
projector (U. S .A.) and by similar Soviet guns. The drugs ,"ere Sernylan
(U.S.A.) and myorelaxin (D.D.R.). The techniqUe! of immobilizing ,,,as
modified according to the location and structure of dens as well as to the
she-bear's behaviour. Sometimes, investigator approached the den in a
vehicle or tractor, or on foot;, £'.nd shot the: syr'inge into the cheek
(musculus masseter) of a :[8ma18 protruding its niuzzle from the entrance hole.
In other cases (if den 1\7a8 deep or female v-Jt':lS harboured);, a narrO"('J "J;vell ll
(2.0-30 em in diameter) 'Ivas dug from above t.o the room; through this vlell a
shot '-las made. One female \Vhich had just left t.he den w"ith her cubs, 'tvus
overtaken from a vehicle and immobiliz8d i.n the open tundra. During
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experiments on immobilization, one or two rnembcrs of the team guarded

the investigator with rifles.
SGrnylan proved to be an excellent drug the morc so LiS it may be used
in ethyl alcohol solution. The best results for female bears of middle
size were received ,,,hen using mixture of 3,0 cc 10% <lqueous solution of

sernylan and 2,0 cc of cthyl alcohol. The optimal dosages were 1,7 2,0 mg/kg. The results of the. experiments are presented in Table 1.
Maybe the lesser dosagos are also good.
The interval bct'l;vcen injection and immobilization

1iJ<18

8-10 minutes.

The

animals remained immobilized longer than in experiments of Canadian,
Norwegian and L~lerican zoologists (Jonkel, 1967; Larsen, 1968; Lentfer,
1968) with the sarno or evon lower dosages of sernylan. These differences
may depend on the peculiarities of the physiology of lactating females.
The immobilized animals had open eyes, and normal pupil reaction.
Breathing
short (up
The total
10-12 (in

was uneven; there Ivas alternation of several deep brcathc.s xvith
to 10-20 sec.) pauses and quick" superficial respiratory movements.
frequency of: breathing in 1-2 hours after i.mmobilization \'las
one female 21-23) times per minute. Rectal temperature was

38,2-39, 2o e.

Immobilization in all cases ,,,as follollCd by short-time

convulsions and salivation.

Tranquilizers 1;vere not used.

Bears recovered completely afte1.- the passage of 1+-8 hours si.nce immobilization. Females \vh080 cubs had been taken ax·my, X'lOnt to the seashore and to
l'ce.. Once cubs ~vere left with their iramnbilized mother in the dilapidated

den; on the next day the fa.o11y Btill remained in the den and
quite all right.

'·JaS

probably

Myorelaxin (analogous to ditylin and sliccinylcholinc.hloride) I;vas tested
on one female lying in a large den oE a complex structure> v.rhere it 1;"a8
diffieul t to obsci-ve her. The drug '(>las injected three times repeatedly,
and animal died due to overdosage. The resul.ts of this experiment are not
quite clear) but vIe believe that myorclaxin cannot bc~ :celiable for
immobilizing in xvintcI" vJhcn temperatl.:tre is -25 -300 e. The aqueous solution
froze immediately in the needle of syringe. Myoy.claxin :Ls hardly dissolved
in ethyl alcohol; in mixture of w"ater and ethyl alcohol, when temperatu:res
are low, it falls quickly into sediment, and it is almost impossible to
determine the true dosage :ceceived by animal.
Immobilized fcmale bea~~·.s were tagged 011 one 0"[ t'(vO ean~ Hidl stainless
steel tags, plastic tags~ and tiflags" of red polyvinyl chloride. Figures
(30-t~O em high) corresponding to th(~ ear tag numbers 1'18re dyed by a red
dye on the sides of animals. One female Ivas marked by a Lound orange tag
(21 cm in diameter) of polyfluoroethylcne attached to her back by "straps"
of steel wire. L~ 111m in diameter / passed under the fOl'e.paws. 1\881.11 ts of
the tagging are pres0nte:::cl in Tablc:~ 2.

The total length and (by sight) wei.r;ht of each immob:ll.izod female were
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maasured; age ,,,as roughly determined according to the development of
teeth; frequency of respiration and rectal temperature were measured;
the blood smear was taken from the ear of one female.
In the Soviet Arctic aerial counts on vast areas are conducted (at the
time of aerial ice surveys) by the Arctic and Antarctic Institute, the
Main Board of the Hydrometeorological Survey of the U.S.S.R. The
results of observations made in 1967-1968 are presented in a special
article in the book HPolar Bear and its Conservation in the Soviet
Arctic" (1969 )" . In April, 1969, such observations were al so made.
Exploration of "sample areas".
The Yamal Peninsula (north of the west
Siberia) was surveyed as a such area in June and July, 1968. In this
area the border of the polar bear area is clearly expressed. The collected
data and questionnaire sources show that there were no essential changes
in the limits of polar bear area compared with the beginning of the XXth
Century (Zhitkov, 1912) or with the 1930's (Rakhmanin, 1939). These
facts as well as questionnaire and published data concerning other
Arctic regions probably testify to a relative stability of the area
during last half Century (in spite of an essential decrease of the
territories with high bear numbers and total numbers of the species),
In March-May> 1968, an expedition was organized to the Novosibirsk
Archipelago. It was discovered that the numbers of polar bears visiting
these islands are now quite low. Bears come rather regularly to the
northern shores of the islands Belkovsky, Kotelny, and Faddeevsky (near
the "Great Siberian Polynia") and only accidentally - to the other parts
of the Archipelago. Not more than 10-20 females probably breed now on
the Novosibirsk Islands (except the De-Long Archipelago and Novaya
Sibir). The results of the study are published in the "Polar Bear ... "
(1969 ),,,, .

Parasitological research on polar bear is carried out at the Institute
of Medical Parasitology of the U.S.S.R., rlinistry of Health, under the
guidance of Dr. N.N. Ozeretskovskaya. The main efforts are directed to
the study of role of polar bear in the circulation of trichinellosis
invasion and to the application of parasitological indicators for
studying the species' population structure. The results of the work are
partly published in the "Polar Bear ... " (1969)''''''.

Uspenskii, S.M. V. 1. Shilni.kov. Di.stribution and numbers of the polar
bear in the Arctic, according to the data of aerial ice surveys.

**

Kistchinsky A.A.

The Polar Bear on the Novosibirsk Islands.

1"'" Ozeretskovskaya N.N., V.I. Romanova, A.H. Bronstein.
in the Soviet Arctic of the polar bears' meat.

Trichinellosis

74These studies are procGcding.

Some samples 'I;"rore brought from the Vrangel

Island in 1969, wh8r8 total helmintLological autopsi8s of thr88 polar
bears were made.

All the beal's

logical analysis of n
Kalantaryan.

·~veJ.:"e

invaded by trichinellosis.

A copro-

samp18s was mad8 by the method of Fu1l8born and

Besides, in the autumn of 1969

~

some samples

,\\lC.i-:'(;

brought

from the Hudson Bay (Canada), "lIth a kind help of Dr. Jonk81.
Norphological and biochemical studies are being carried out at the
Institute of Evolutionary Norphology and Ecology of the Animals, U.S.S.R.
Academy of Sciences (under the guidance of Prof. Sokolov, V.E.) and at the
Institute of Medical Parasitology, U.S.S.R. NInistry of Health (Dr. E.V.
Pereversyeva). The results of the total autopsy of three polar bears
made in 1969 on the Vrangel Island, provIded materials for thEe study.
Various organs and tissue samples ,"vere brough to the Institutes) among
them: cerebrum, eyes, thyroids, adrenals, utcrUi3 and ovaries, samples of

intestine tissues and other parts of digestive tract) heart tissue,
samples of skeletal muscles, bone:: and fat tissues, tongue) blood smears,
kidney, liver, spleen, skin samples. Blood samples were also taken from
cubs.
Studies of the polar bear behaviour and ethology \vere begun in 1969 at
tho Moscow State University and at the Moscow Zoo, under the guidance of
Prof. L.V. Krushinski. At the Moscow Zoo, experiments arc being carried
out: aimed at the improving of thc:;: immobilizing t.echniques.
The resul ts of studies already completed and those in pi:'ogrc.ss in the
U.S.S.R. do not testify to any sufficIent growth of the polar bear numbers
(In the Soviet Arctic, in any case), In 1968-1969. ThIs fact probably
sho\:vs that the rate of annual harvest is now a1mos t equal to the annual
population gain. W2 believe that it is a new indirect indication to the
fol1otving: a) present polar be2r stock is hacdly morc: than 10 thousands
(considering that annual population growtll j.s nc~arly 10%); b) gco·~
graphically isolated populations of t1H~ spec:Les havc~ rather large arcas;
c) the problem of bear conservation and hunting regulations is as actual
as before and it may be solved only by international efforts.

Progress in conservation measur~s. In 1968-1969, polar bear hunting in
the U.S.S .R. was prohIbiu,d as before. In 1969, on the Vrangel Island,
according to a spceial pel.'lnissiotl) 1.L:· cubs Hero caught alive for zoos, and
3 female: bears were killed for research.
In 1968, the 1'1a1n Board of Hildlifo Nanagement of the Council of Mi.nisters
of the 1<..3.F.S .R. passed a deci;:>ion according to vihich the Reserve on the
Vrange:l Island acquired the rights of a repu-blican reserve (it was previously under th8 authority of the Nagadan Region Department of WIldlife
Management). The nm., statute of the Reserve provides for establishment
especially protected areas in places of the greatest concentration of animals
and dens. It stipulates a more strict protecting regime in th.e area and a
stati.onary polar bear research program. Since 1969, the Main Board of
Wildlife Management of the Council of Ninisto.rs of the H..S.P.S.U. has banned

-75to kill female bears when catching living cubs for zoos under license.
Polar bear research plans for 1970-1971. In the U.S.S.R., it is planned
to proceed with the research aimed mainly at the study of the population
numbers, dynamics, and structure.

In particular, bears are supposed to

be tagged in their dens on the Vrangel Island every year; however, this
tagging will not be carried out on a large scale. In 1971, we intend
to carry out counts of polar bear dens in the central parts of the
Soviet Arctic, and to ascertain by different means the present distribution, numbers, and population status of the species in this area. We
suppose to prepare for publishing the next collection book "Polar Bear
and its Conservation in the Soviet Arctic".

* * * * *
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THE DUTCH EXPEDITION TO SPITSBERGEN 1968 .. 1969
Preliminary Report series nr 2.

by
P. 00sterve1d
Research Institute for Nature Management

Due to various circumstances as the location of the station> the very
heavy icc-year 1968-'69 and the restricted possibilities for moving
around during winter time, the total amount of collected data on polar
bears have to be called scarce. 24 animals were seen of which 12 were

tagged (see lists be10H).

One of th8 tagged animals died under operation.

Four animals were caught by syringe gun, while they were running free,

three Here trapped; although tHice a member of a family Has trapped (1
time 4 bears, 1 time 3 bears), the total result of trapping amounts to
8 animal s .

running nr.

1
2
3
4
5,6,7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

One bear was trapped tHice again after tagging.

tagged
251
252

253

254
255
256
257
258
260
259
261
262

first obs.
1/ 9'6Ci
11/ 9'68
5/10'68
12/11'68
5/ 2'69
15/
29/
5/
23/
28/
30/
30/
30/

2'69
3'69
I,' 69

30/
3/
10/
26/
13/
19/
19/
19/
28/

Lj.

4'69

I,.' 69
I,' 69
4'69
4'69
1

69

5'69
5'69
5'69
7 1 69
7'69
7'69
7'69
8'69

sex

estimated
age

m

3
2
m
4·
m
old
f Hith tHO
cubs

particulars

shot at Isfjord okt '68

q

last abs. 22/2'69

q

m

8

q
q
q

m
f
m

f

m

trapped
10-13 ... all the
not excluded

5
7
1

14··16 certainly not the
same as 5-7
1 (trapped)
died during operation
15

q
111

4

q

f

8

f

0,7
0,7

m

same

trapped

q

Recovery of 255, 256 and 257 at 24/6'69

Detailed list of observed polar bears and

1/ 9' 68

£~lar

bear tracks

Arrival of bear nr. 251., nickname ttBarendll~ most probably
coming from Frcemansoundet. The bear stayed around K<lPP Lee
station from 1-9 till 6-9, and from 12-9 till 19···9 and "as
tagged on the 15th of September.

Until 15·-9 the bear "as fed

on pelsi£ood, but apart from that he was eating from some
carcasses of seals on the ])0ach.
Daily behaviour observations of that time are available; in
the observed time hairsh:lft took place by rolling on the
tundra and the icc.
The bear got 500 mg. Sernylan + 100 chI or. pr., vlaS hit in the

hip and got

dOt~1

in 6 min.j recovered after operation within

a few hours and sho'\V'cd no add:i_tional effects; stayed fully

recovered for some more days around the station. The bear was
shot at Ishfjord radio station on Vest Spitsbergen on the 17th
of October, further particulars on the sheet.

11/ 9' 68

5/10' 68

12/11 '68

Young, most probably male polar bear, nickname llIJsbrancit ti i
around the station from 11-9 till 12-9; 'das eating from the
seal carcasses and behaved rather shy; could not be tagged;
probably chased away by IIBarend ll later.

+ 100
chl.pr. Was hit in the hip and got dO':vn after 11 min. Recovery
took a considerable time, almost 11 clay and first after two
days did not shaH any Elorc after effects, was observed fully
recovered at 9-10.
During rc.covc.ry tremendous periods of shivering and cramps
'\'12re seen.

No. 252 coming from the North; he got 450 mg Sernylan

Bear around the hut in the dark) most probably an old male;
\vus running away very fast after

5/ 2'69

h(~

had been spotted.

A female with t'l"O year-old cubs on the icc in front of the coast,

reappearing tho 16th and disappearing S. of Ternoya; they
destroyed the trap thero. On the 17th they were seen at the
same place inspecting the nlbbish pile and disappeared South
again; back on the 19th and running m.;rayNvJ. ;;~fter approach;
they destroyed on the 21st the trap on Tc:rn6ya ,:J.nother time.
Last observntio.. .l on l:hc 22nd i disappearing South.

15/ 2'69

IlMalc II polar bear 500 ill. in .(rant of the hut on the ice,
running. avmy in the direction of !"J:ccmansoundct.

21/ 2'69

T'lvo bear tracks on Thomas Smith oyane)

onc, both running 1vost.

16/ 3'69

Bear track behind Tcrnoya running S.N.

i1

big on8 and a Gmaller

29/ 3'69

First visit of male polar benY during the night, rlicknamc
llUspuk"; back on 30--3 du.ring the night and trapped at about
10 in the morning in the hOU[~8 tx'ap; tagged 253 in the afternoon. He got 600 mg 8c:Ynylan Etdministered in two times and

was hit in the hip; got down after 75 min. and recovered
within a few hours.

5/ 4'69

Bear observed on the icc in hont of the station, disappeared
after hunting) direction S.W.

11 / I, '69

Bear trap on Ternbya destroyed; no visible tracks.

23/ 4' 69

Single bear around the hut disappearing in the storm in N.W.
direction; damaged probably the trap on T~rn6ya another time.

25/ 4'69

Female bear track S. of Thomas Sn1i th ayane, 'ivl tll two one months

cubs running N.W.
28/ 4'69

Single polar bear destroyed the trap on the ice in front of the
coast and visited the station afterwards} while nobody was
present; disappeared S.

30/ 4'69

vJclS trapped in the lagoontrap; mother Clnd
brother stayed and a single male accompanied the party. All
were tagged (254-257) 251,- got 1,00 mg Sernylan + 100 mg ehl.pr.;
was hit in the middle part and went suddenly down after 3 min.;
fully recovered afteY.' 5 llOUI"S shiv r2;ring and v.lith light cramps.
255 female got 600 mg Sernylan. + 100 chl.pr. administered in
three times; 'ivas first hit in the middle part rater in tho hip;
fully dmm aft8r 80 min. and fully recovered after 6 hours;
attacked the male one (25~-) befo:(o and during the operation.
256, male cub~ got 300 mg Scrnylan + 120 ch1.pr.;; administered
in throe times and \Vas hit in the hip; fully down after' 2
hours and fully recovered after 3% hours.
257, female cub, got 150 mg Sernylan + 100 mg chl.pr. and ,,,as
hit in the side; fully do'\;'ffi after 6 mj.n. and, recovered, somewhat crippled after Ski hours. They disappeared in N.W. direction.
All four of them '\;\lcr"c seen fully recovered on 1. ,5-2 km North of
the station (see 5-5 and 24-6).

One year fcmalQ cub

11 5' 69

Bear track observed E. of Bromulen running N.W.

3/ 5'69

Three bear tracks found on land nee,r the. llklyfta", 30 TIl high~
l"unning into Frccmansoundet. Nost probably nTS. 255, 256 and

257.
3/ 5'69

Hale, about 15 years old~ SCU,l on the ice 2 km H. of Ternoya,
which was "toJai t:Lng near a SQaJ. hole; hunt"ed by snows cooter ~ tagged

-·80-

258; shot with 250 mg Gurasit and hit in the chest cavity_
Bear died almost immediately. The vJhole skeleton is

collected; the skin and SOUle of the entrails (heart, testis
and parts of liver and mH t)-

5/ 5' 69

Bear no. 254 trapped in front of the hut and released after
300 mg SernylaIl; this silly bear was trapped again on 7-5 in
the lagoon trap and once more released after a 200 mg Sernylan
injection; the last time he did not destroy anything.

10/ 5'69

Single one; disappeared after visiting the station westwards
and destroyed the trap on Ternoya.

19/ 5'69

A couple of tracks were observed in the middle part of
Storfjorden, about 4 running in all possible directions through
each other.

26/ 5'69

No. 260, mal e; h.unted by Sl1O\vscoote:: in Freemansound (hI, part);
got 600 mg Sernylan + 100 chl.pr. administered in two times.
Full effect after 80 min . .~ 5 min. after sc:~cond shot _. hit in

the hip; fully recovered after about I, hours.
24/ 6'69

255, 256 and 257 passed by the station in good health coming
from the South, passing the Doleritt peninsula and disappearing
in direction Freemansound, running at 70 m height along the
slope of Leefjell.

13/ 7'69

Single one on the tundra near the hutj disappeared shortly
afterwards walking along the coast; entered the patkice at
the cape and turned N.W.

19/ 7'69

Female bear trapped in the lagoon trap, accompanied by two
7 months old cubs. The bear destroyed the trap completely and
dragged the heavy driftwood tree about SO In with her in the packice. She got no 259 and 650 mg Sernylan + 100 chl.pr.,
administered in three times; dO\'l11 after about half an hour and

walking away after 5 hours.
261 female cub l nickname. 11Brommer II got rather a lot of darts,
but most of these failed in working correctly for one reason
or another. She got dotvl1 after about an hour and was fully
recover~d after 3 hours without any side-effects.
262 tb.8
ll
male cub, nickname "Grautver gave the same difficul ties tvith
the darts, but \vent finally down after some time and recovered
as fast as "Brollune:c 11 . \<Jb.ilG~ the cubs were fighting and
running around in the neighbourhood already, the female
started moving slowly. After a bath she walked at,my calling
her cubs in vain; they went on fighting and crying and did
not respond.
The female left going Westwards into the packice and did not
j
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return to pick up the cubs.

These

\VCJ:'C

observed and fed for

two days, '''hile tlwy were still staying on the same spot,
After that period they m're caught again each by a 150 mg
Sernylan injection) in order to keep them better under
control.
"Grau\·mr ll escaped almost directly) but stayed in
the neighbourhood and was fed for t"1:\10 days more ~ but disappeared later South'l·wrds. tfBrommer ll escaped after a 'Iveek

damaging a 5111m steel cable.
Polar bear observed near Agaardh
Karlquist,

28/8'69

by helicopter pilot Uwe

Polar bear observed North of Agaardh in the packice out of
the boat,

Traps
During winter time only two traps were 'ivorking, one close to the hut and
another one on Ternoya. However due to snowdrifts during most of the
time it was rather difficult to keep them clean and ready for use, In

the beginning of April fou:c more traps were erected; three on the icc.
along the coast to Kapp Lee, one on the peninsula near the lagoon, 200 m

South of the station.
In the end of May the i.ce traps I'Jere broken dOHn, as it \vas not possible
to fasten them strong enough any more to the melting :Lee Clumps. The

trap on Kapp Lee was rebuilt on land, Only the traps near the hut and
the lagoon trap appeared to be successful in capturing bears.

The trap at Ternoya was visited a lot of times and as often destroyed.

For

a good working trap the. noose of the steel cable should be laid somewhat
above the surface of the soil "ith the frontside a little higher, "hile at
the same time other possible localities for setting a pmv, rnust be eliminated

by pricking sticks around,

The visibility of the trap s"ems of greater

importance than the quality of the. bite.

Drugs
Bears were shot Ivith syri!1ge gun and immobilized by injecting Phencyclidine

hydrochloride (Sernylan, Parke. Davis and Co"
or shortly aftenvards up to

O~5

Detroit),

Simultaneously

mg 0:1:' a tranquilizer Largactil chloor-

promazine (Philips Duphar) was added 200 mg/ml sol, to prevent the harmful
influence of Sernylan (cramps).
Average dosage of Sernylan was 2 mg/Kg body weight (see Table).
Young animals -- 5 bears l.~p to L~ years old) needed an average dosage. of 2 ~32
mg/Kg body weight _ Depending on the spot ~\1h(;;re a bear "laS hit and of its
physical condition~ immobilization took place \,;rithin 3 to 120 min. Bears
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hit in the middle part, go-t daml very fast in general; however al\vays

the shot was aimed at the hip. The collected data on recovery arc very
polar bears appeared to react very individually to the
injected Sernylan. Full recovery took place from 3 hours to 48 hours
after immobilization. Young animals recovered faster than older
animals.
different~

Table

Age

Estimated
~veight

Administered
Sernylan

Years

Kg.

mg.

25l

3

200

500

252

4

250

450

253

8

1.~50

600

254

5

300

400

255

7

300

600

256

1

80

300

257

1

80

l50

259

8

350

650

260

Ij

250

600

261

0.7

70

262

0.7

80

Bear no.

25l-260 9 bears
+)

2,260

Treating thoBa bears t"cpcatedly the dart mechanism

+)

4,400
~vas

failing partly

or completely.
During discussions with Dr. Erik Nyholm from the Finnish Wintering
Team

80nw

doubtt.; arose on the effect of Sernylan on polar bears; as

to his experience bears shoul.d die about 3 months after having been
inunobilized 'l;vith SernyLll1 (2 animals tested); experiments on mice

with an adapted dosage gave the same results.
Out of own experience later has to be conclude.d that Nyholmls
hypothesis is wrong generally spokon; bGars treated vJith SernyL.1l1
appeared to be in good health nfter throe months. It is not sure
if Nyholm used a tranquilizer '\>lith the Sernylan.
The arosen doubt was the reason that bear no 258 ';vas shot with curasit;

the used dosage was about half of the quantity ",hich was indicated
for animals of that size. The bear died under operat:i_on, because he
was hit in the chest cavity.
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Tagging

Bears were tagged with nylon tags in both

8a;~s

and had the ear tagnumber

tattooed on the inside of the upper :Lip.
Tag numbers were 251-262. Bears t\iere measured and \veights estimated.

Migration
Al though the e·)lleeted data on polar: bear r:.1igration around the N. Vi. point
of Edgogoya are very scarce (24 animals observed) some general tendencies
can be noted.

From September 168 till February '69 bears cume froill the North (N. and
N.E.) and disappeared in Seut.hern direction (S. and S.)".). During the
period in \·;rhich most bears were observed, Harch-May lS;6)~ they most
probably came froni. hk:stcn1 directions (S. ~·1. to N, \4.) and disappeareel
almost without exception in 1'1. Tv'. direction; dUl~ing that time: open \vater
"\\7a[, :ceported in the most Northern' part of Stc:cfjorclcm.
In Gp!~'ing time,
June) July 1969 ~ bea]:s came :eYOf::! the South and di.sappeared NO:Lth.
The local polar bear m:Lg[dtion is cOl'l1plctely (::or:ccL:~tc:ci ~'l:Lth movement of
the ice in times that this is broken up. (Suynmcy I Clutunm).

In cooperation 'hdth the Nonvegian .. '\\'inter team all valleys running South
to Freemansundet from Sundneset to Freemanbrcen wen:: inspect.ed durlng the
end of Na):'ch.
In April tile North Hestern coast of Edge~ya from Kapp Lee
to Hiddendorfberget was inspected. No dens have been found.
The observat~on of a bear track vIi tll t,,,,o small tracks next to it on the
25th of April 1969 i.n t.he middle part of Freemansundet indicates that
somewhere in the ne.ighbourhood at least one den '(.;ras located but de.nning
in these surroundings did not take place at a large scale during the
winter '68_'69.
At Dolerittneset three skeletons ,vere found (2 males, 1 female) on spots
where during ''''linter and spring time:: huge amounts of snow \vere concentrated.
At a similar place 5 Kill. inside Rosenbergdalen another complete male.
skeleton was found.
j

Behaviour
An interesting obth?l~vation '(vas made on 30N.L}- 1 69 '\-Jhen a fGmale yearling was
trapped in the neighbourhood of the station accompanied by a female and a
male. cub. At the same time a male joined the party. It is generaLly
accepted that polar. besrs do not mate as long as they are with cubs and
that family parties break up in the mating season. HOVlGVer the male.
joined the group for tVlO mo:ce days and the family vms obserV0d intI-let
(female "lith two cubs) tY·/Q Hlonths later. thJhether mating actually took
place is not observed.
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The Nor'\vegian team encountered t!. similar situation.
Another unfamiliar event occurred on 1 ).~ 7···; 69 when a female after the
tagging operation left her cubs <'.11 one ; most probably a Scrnylan after'

effect.

Collection and Working Out
The complete skeleton of the bear, who died under the tagging operation,
the skin and samples of the entrails arc collected. The liver is sent
to the toxological department of the Veterinary Highschool in Utrecht
(Dr. Koeman) for research. The testis "ill be sent to Oslo (Cand. real.
Larsen) for histological research. A sample of the flesh Hill be tested
for trichine and a part of the guts \vi11 be investigated for parasites at

the State Museum for Nature History in Leiden) which Institute also
bought the skeleton and the skin for her collection.
Eight bear skulls are collected and "ill be measured follo"ing the Uspenskii
standard. All data gainea on tagging, migration and skull measurements
arc placed at the disposal of Cnnd. real. T. Larsen (rnst. for Marinbiologi,
Oslo) for working out in a larger connection.

Polar bear Management
The scientific activities t:1I'ound the polar bear in the Svalbard [trCD
during the last years have cont.ributed to the fact that the new measures
come into force to ensure the survival of the species.
A fixed amount of harvesting will be laid down; hunting will be subjoctGd
to an extensive permission system; set guns (self-shooting installations)
"ill be prohibited.
About IOO polar bears are tagged no" in the Spitsbergen area. Tagging
operations started in 1966. The rccovo,';:ry percentage) about 10% is rather
high in such a sho:Lt time and forms an indication that. the population is
not as large as formerly WQS acc2pted.
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APPENDIX IX
AN APPEAL
presented by the Soviet Delegation to the
Second Harking I'leeting o:c Polar Bear Specialists

and forwarded to the Executivo Co~nittee of I.U.C.N. after
discussion and endorsement by the Polar Bear Specialists, for
transmission
TO THE GOVERNMENTS OF CN~ADA, DENMAillZ, NORWAY, AND U.S.A.

In recent decades, one of the most valuable mammals of the arctic, the
polar bear, has become an endangered species hGcause of human activity
and associated damage to the polar onvironment. The polar bear occurs
in international 1·mters and also moves between arctic territories and
adjacent waters that are under the jurisdiction of different countries.
Co-ordinated international effort is therefore required for the
conservation of the species. Some Governments of States in the Arctic
Basin have restricted the numbers of polar bears that are Id.lled or
captured within t.heir territories and adjacent waters~ and in one of
these States, namely the U.S.S.R., the polar bear Is completely protected. The International Union for the Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources approves these m(:asur'es but notos, nevertheless,
that polar bear numbers, in gcneral~ have not essentially increased, due
in an unknov-7Il but presumably substanti:.l1. degree to heavy harvests in
certain jurisdictions and :i.n international wnters. Hence, these
measures are as yet insufficient.

At present~ scientists in Canada, Denmark, Norway, U.S.A. and U.S.S.R.
have research programmes for a detniled study of: polar bear biology,
in order to provido the basic data for co·-ordinate-d' international
measures for the rcstora~ion of numbers and the rational management of
.the species. These scientists are ~embers of a Polar Bear Specialist
Group ~ whj.ch is under the aegis of the Survival Servic(~ Commission of
the I.U.C.N. Their studies and the subsequent preparation of necessary
international measures \'7ill require som(~ time for their completion.

In view of these considerations> the I.U.C.N. requests the Governments
of Canada, Denmark~ Norway, and U.S.A. to revievJ~ with urgency their
polar bear managem(:;.nt programmes, \'Jith a view to drast:l.cally curtailing
harvests, beginning in the next hunting season. It is recommended that
these measures be enacted for a period of five years to promote the
restoration of polar bear populations. The I.U.C.N. trusts that the
Gov.ernments of these countries \'1i11 give sympathetic consideration to
these proposals and take necessary action in the areas within their
jurisdiction. If national action proves inadequate~ international
measures may be required to ensure the conservation of the polar bear.

APPENDIX X
For release FGbruary 5) 1970

SCIENTISTS FROM FIVE NATIONS VOICE CONCERN
FOR POLAR BEAR SURVIVAL

The great white polar bears (Ursus maritimus) which nre found only in the
five nations surrounding the north pole and in the Arctic no·-man

rS

land

are an endangered species, but prospects for their survival are good - if
mankind is careful.
This consensus appeared yesterday at the conclusion of a three-day
meeting of polar bear scientists from five nations who came to Norges~
Switzerland, to discuss progress and compare data on their individual
programs of polar bear resoarch.
The Intornational Union for Conservation of Na_ture and Natural Resources,

which has been given responsibility for compiling scientific research
data on the bear, convened the mc:.eting.
All the scientists noted the increasing economic (lc-~velopment in the
Arctic, and expressod general concern that serious ecological problems
could arise as a result of oil spills, off-shore drilling and other
economic activity. Pressure on the bear is also increasing because of
growing m2rkcts for polar bear hides.

Scientists at the meeting ,;V'ere from Canada) Denmark) Norway) the U. S.A.
and the U.S.S.R. - the, five circumpolar nations. They are memb·Grs of
the I.U.C.N. Survival Service. Commission 1 s Polar Bear Group. D·c. John. S.
Tener, Director of the Canadian Wildlife Service, was Chairman ot the
meeting.
Considerable progress "l;V'as reported in the research activity of the last
tV-TO

yc!ars.

Discussions c(::ntered primarily on bear movements., denning areas,
discreteness of populc'!.tions, and, to a lasBer extent ~ harvest figures ~
productivity, and th8 density and abundance of the species throughout its
circumpolar range. Hhilu insufficient datn were presented on ~V'hich to base
preci'Sc c£stimatcs on the abundance of the species ~ some agreement emerged,
concerning movements of polar bears and the discruteness of certain
populations, about l;.,Jhich little has heretofOi:,e been kno\vi.1. From the
tagging program and other rcsc~1xch, it now appears that there arc probably
five more or less identifiable bear populations. These are Ideated in:

(1) the Spitsbergen - Fran. Joseph Land - east Greenland region, (2) the

Hudson Bay \rcgion of Canada} (3) the high Canadian Arctic s (t4.) the high
Canada - eastern Alaska rc-:.gion; and (5) the. western Alaska -. (~astC:J:'n

U.S.S.R. region.
T\vO years ago the group standardized rescf.trch techniques involving c::ar
tags, dye numbering on the fur, lip tattoos and tag exchanges. }iucb
discussion was devoted to the dev(~lopm8nt of techniques for liv0
capture and tagging. Th.is vlOrk has been carried out successfully on a
cooperative international basis and more than L~50 polar bears have nov;!

been tagged.
Radio telemetry equipment and techniques were also discussed in detail.
The Canadian telemetry program is already producing useful information,
and Alaska is experimenting with a new type of equipment that may
greatly increase the effectiveness of existing equipment.
Data were presented ~vhich helped to locate much mOI'e precisely the major
denning [-troas in the Arctic. The main areas so :Ear delineated are in.
Canada and the U. S. S .R. ~ with minor areas found i.n northeast Greenland
and in Spitsbergen. It appears that bears rarely den in Alaska. An
important finding was that Kong Karl's Land (sic), near Spitsbergen,
once thought to be a majo:c denning cyaa, is perhaps relatively insignificant ~ and that most polar bC8.rs rl10ving into the Spitsbergen region
appear to come. from the Soviet Union on the \vGst\\Tard movi.ng ice. Also,
polar bears along the Alaska canst most likely move in. rroIn eastern
Siberia (Hrangel Island) and from v;!estenJ Cana.da.
The need for much more knowledge about climate and SGa icc~ conditions
was stressed in order to understand both the movements and size of polar
bear populations. This is of primary importance in understanding the
occun~Gncc and abundance of: beal~s in all Arctic regions.
Good cooperation among the five nations '(vas reported with respect to all
research. Food habit studies as well as behavioral studies have been
instit\lted by Canada in cooperation vJith universities. Physiological
research is continuing in Norway and it is hoped that the other nations
will cooperate in this endeavor. The \\Iork by Canada analyzing the

concentration of DDT in fat tissues of bears was discussed and this work
will be extended on a cooperative basis. New research in Alaska involves
radio tracki.ng and censusing "ld-ith heat-sensitive scanners aboard aircraft.
It was noted that polar bear hunting is an intrinsic part of the culture
of the Thule and many Ce.nadian Eskimos in addition to being a very
important source of food and clothing. While it will be very hard to
chango their ivCly of lifes this may be necessary because the Eskimo
popul.:ltion is grmving fastor than the polar bear population. Hunting of
polar bears in Greenland is restrJ.ctod to residents of one ycnr or more.
The polar bear is totally protected in the U.S.S.R.

It is also protected

-88··

in reserves on Kong K<U-:L I s Land (NorwdY)} James Bay (Canada), and
Wrangcl Island (U.S.S.R.), CEbs and so'tv"s with cubs are protected
throughout much of the animal IS range.

The scientists estimated that a total of 1250 polar bears were killed
in 1968.
The group did not make. an cstirnatc of: the total number of polar bears.

The Soviet Unionrs

scientists~ howcvcr~

believe the total is 10,000.

In addition to continuing established activities, a number of specific
areas for research collaboration were agreed on. These include
collection of: blood} milk and skulls for taxonomic determinations, food
habits studies, and collection of fat samples for pesticide determinations.
It was agreed that next year Canada \vould initiate a comprehensivG study
of the correlation bGtwecn polar bear numbers and movements, ico
movements) seal distribution and abundance, and other factors with a
view to developing a statistical model to describe polar bear populations
dynamics. Delegates agreed to provide information required for the
proper development of an ecological model. There will bo a full exchange
of information about the model as it is developed.
The Group elected Dr. Andrew Macpherson of Canada as its Chairman for
the next t\VO years, succeeding Dr. S.N. Uspel1skii of the U.S·.S.H.. The
chairmanship rotates every two yaGIs.
The next meating

or

the Group \.\'i11 be in January, 1972.

Participating were Dr. John S. Tener, as Chairman of the me2ting;
Dr. Ch~rlGs J. Jankel and Dr. Andrew Macpherson of Canada; Dr. Christian
Vibe of Denmark; Mr. Thor Larsen and Mr. Magnar Nordcrhaug of Norway;
Mr. James 'irJ. Brooks and Hr. Jack I-V. Lentfcr of the United States;" Dr.
Savva M. Uspenskii and Dr. A.A. Kistschinski of the U.S.S.R.; Dr. Richard
A. Co'oley (Group technical secretary), and Dr. Colin H. Hollo,my, executive

secretary of the I" U.C-. N. Survival Service Commission.

Concern for the future welfare of the polar bear brought
together a small group of leading Arctic scientists at IUCN
Headquarters, Morges, Switzerland, during the last three
days of January 1968. IUCN had earlier accepted responsibility for acting as the; coordinating agency among
Arctic nations which first met at Fairbanks, Alaska, in
September 1965 to exchange information on polar bear
conservation problems*, The Union considered it impor~
tant to call a meeting at this time to review present
research activities, to discuss research needs and priorj~
ties, and to consider how to achieve more effective
scientific collaboration on a continuing basis. Because
polar bears share a vast common habitat and may
move freely from nation to nation on the slowly revolving
Arctic ice pack, the future of the species is a matter of
international concern. The polar bear is one of the species
listed in IUCN's Red Data Book of the world's rare and
endangered animals,
Scientists from the circumpolar nations of Norway,
Canada, the Soviet Union, the United States and Denmark
(Greenland) were invited to attend the meeting. While
IUCN was aware that many organizations and individual
scientists and conservationists throughout the world
were deeply interested in the future of this species, it
was decided that more effective results wouldbe achieved
by inviting only a limited number of scientists actively
involved in polar bear research to participate in a closed
working session, as distinct from an open conference.
Scientists at the meeting were: T. Larsen and M. Norderhaug from Norway; AH, Macpherson (who acted as
rapporteur) and C.J. Jonkel flam Canada; S.M.
Uspensky and A.G. Bannikov from the U.S.S.R.; and
J.W. Lentfer and J.W. Brooks from the U.S.A. The
Danish scientist, C, Vibe, was unfortunately unable to
attend. The Chair was to have been taken by the eminent
British ecologist, F. Fraser Darling, but at the last moment
he was prevented by illness from attending. His place
was taken by J.S. Tener, Deputy Director of the Canadian
Wildlife Service. Also attending were R.A Cooley from
the U.S.A.. who acted as secretary; and C.W. Holloway
and N.M. Simon of the IUCN staff at Morges.
In the official opening remarks presented on IUCN's
behalf by D.J. Kuenen, Vice-President of the Union, a
statement from F. Fraser Darling to the participants was
read which set the tone of the meeting:

Our meeting is an exceptionally important one, prima·
rily for our human obligation to conserve this unique
species, the polar bear; secondly, the' International
Union has taken the initiative very proper to its standing
of calling a committee meeting of scientists from the
interested countries to talk over their work in a way which
can lead ultimately to the end we all so earnestly desire,
that of effective conservation. I feel that to some extent
national identities will become less sharp as the meeting
progresses, because common experience of research in
a harsh environment establishes its own brotherhood.
Perhaps we are fortunate in that only five nations are
concerned, although you will understand that many
others are deeply anxious about the Arctic fauna, It is
easier for us to get talking with only five nations, and
because the men here are those who have worked on the
polar bear, the success of this meeting will justify the
initiative of the Union and may lead to further ventures
of similar kind for other creatures in other parts of the
world. This is a working party of men who know; and in
the spirit of science you will give and take.
The meeting proved to be a valuable experiment in
international cooperation. The atmosphere was relaxeq,
participants were frank, and a wide variety of scientific
data was freely exchanged. Significant agreements were
reached on standardizing research procedures; setting
• For a full discussion on the results of this first meeting see: Proceedings
of the First International Scientific Conference on the Polar Bear. Fairbanks,
Alaska, September 6·10, 1965, u. S. Dept. of the Interior (Government
Printing Office, 1966) 72 pp.

priorities to meet critical research needs; assigning certain areas of research to individual scientists from the five
nations; and establishing methods for continued contact
and exchange of scientific information and, to a limited
extent, exchange of scientific personnel. The polar bear
was of concern to the scientists not only in its own right
but also as an element of the delicate Arctic biota and of
the high latitude ecosystem. This broad approach to the
problem prevailed throughout the discussions. Consideration was also given to the polar bear as a natural
resource and its cultural and economic values to indigenous peoples,

Research Activities
Present and future research programs of each of the
nations were reviewed and discussed during the first two
days of the meeting. Some of the major findings are
summarized below.

U.S.S.R. The objectives of Soviet research were
described by Professor Bannikov in a working paper On
the Conservation of the Polar Bear. Soviet scientists
believe that polar bear stocks have been greatly reduced
since the 1930's, and as a result the government has
prohibited all hunting of the polar bear since 1956. The
only harvest is a few cubs taken for 200S. Other Arctic
fauna are also protected more than formerly, and disadvantaged Eskimos are compensated by being paid
higher prices for other furs and through social welfare
measures. Wrangel Island, an important denning area
for polar bears, is being considered for a national park
which would give bears there permanent protection.
Speaking on the need for mutual efforts by all countries
to preserve the polar bear from extinction, Professor
Bannikov concluded, "It is high time to raise a question
about the protection of the Arctic ecosystem as a whole,
as a specific complex which functions in extreme conditions and can be easily destroyed by man". The polar
bear, he said, must be considered along with the broader
problem of the protection of the entire Arctic environ~
ment.
Dr. Uspensky reported on his studies, particularly on
the abundance of polar bears on sea-ice and at denning
areas in the Soviet Arctic. Data on abundance and dis·
tribution are obtained by counting bears from aircraft
surveying ice conditions, and through the counting of
dens in the spring when females are emerging with new
cubs. Uspensky's method of counting polar bears, which
he has developed to a high degree during the last decade,
was of great interest to scientists from other nations.
Other research by Soviet scientists discussed by
Dr. Uspensky included craniometric work which shows
a marked uniformity in skull measurements throughout
the Soviet Arctic; and parasitological studies which
indicate that trichinosis in polar bear is of a different type
from that identified in other mammals. In the future,
Soviet scientists plan to undertake a tagging program
to determine migratory movements, and to continue
existing studies on den surveys, Interest was also shown
in cooperation with scientists of other nations in studies
on age determination, morphological and serological
taxonomy, ecology and parasitology,
Canada: Four provinces and the Yukon and Northwest Territories have management responsibilities for
polar bears in Canada. More bears are taken each year in
Canada than elsewhere in the Arctic and most of this
harvest occurs in the Northwest Territories where only
Eskimos are allowed to hunt them. The federal Canadian
Wildlife Service is concerned primarily with research
rather than management. Dr. Macpherson described the

federal·provincialwterritorial committee established to
bring together management and research on polar bears.
In 1967, the Northwest Territories adopted a quota
system in an effort to reduce the take of bears by each
Eskimo village. The intention is to reduce the harvest to
386 animals, or approximately one hundred below the
average of the past 10 years. Enforcement of the quota is
difficult and regulations are made effective mainly
through persuasion. Trophy hunting is completely
prohibited in Canada but commercial ihterests are
attempting to have this restriction modified. In recent years
the use of mechanized snowmobiles by Eskimos to hunt
polar bears has greatly increased the pressure on the
resource in certain regions. Human populations are
increasing in the Canadian Arctic and this will bring
additional pressures on the wildlife resources. Use of
set guns is strictly prohibited throughout Canada,
Dr. Jonkel of the Canadian Wildlife Service reported
on current research dealing with the life history, biology
and ecology of polar bears in Canada. Basic biological data
are being sought to guide management agencies in
maintaining the present number and distribution of bears
while still allowing an annual kill by Eskimo hunters. To
this end the Service has undertaken to capture and mark
bears in the various Arctic regions of Canada; to collect
skeletal, reproductive, and tissue specimens from bears
killed by Eskimos; to experiment with census techniques;
and to coordinate polar bear research with Canadian and
international agencies. Annual movements, reproductive
rates, and latitudinal differences in polar bear populations
are receiving special emphasis. The provinces of Ontario,
Manitoba and Quebec are cooperating with the Cana·
dian Wildlife Service in this research. A technique for
capturing polar bear by foot snare has been developed
and used for tagging and marking animals. Twenty bears
were tagged by the end of 1967, and experimental work
is underway on radio tracking. Dr. Jonkel reviewed the
important taxonomic work of T.H. Manning, conducted
under contract with the Canadian Wildlife Service, which
suggest racial differences in bears from Greenland,
Canada, and Alaska. Scientists from the other nations
indicated interest in this work and in cooperating to
provide Manning with skulls from other Arctic regions
for analysis. Dr. Jonkel also noted that a major paper
by C.R. Harington, on polar bear denning in Canada
was soon to be published. Canada plans to concentrate
future research in areas where bears may be in danger
of extinction. Present work will be continued, and an
evaluation of potential parks or reserves will be undertaken.

Norway: All of Norway's bears are in the vicinity of
the Spitzbergen Islands. Kong Karl's Land, the most
easterly of the islands, is a known denning area and was
established as a polar bear preserve in 1939. Mr. Norderhaug pointed out that the average annual harvest
during the last few years has been about three hundred
bears; most of which are taken by professional hunters
and others using set guns. The harvest of bears by sealers
has'declined in the last few years owing to a reduction
in sealing effort in these waters. About forty bears a year
are taken by trophy hunters in the summer from boats
cruising along the edge of the ice pack. Trophy hunters
may take only one bear a year and are not permitted to
take cubs or sows with cubs, while professional hunters,
meteorological crews and other wintering parties are not
restricted by regulation. According to Norderhaug, work
is currently being done on extensive revision of regu~
latory policies aimed at better protection of the Arctic
fauna in the Spitzbergen Islands. Mr. Larsen reported on
the polar bear research activities of Norwegian scientists.
Summer expeditions were carried out in 1966 and 1967.
Techniques were developed to capture and mark bears
by working from a small vessel along the edge of the ice

pack, Fifty·five bears had been marked by the end of 1967
in a program in which American biologists participated.
All were captured with syringe guns using tranquillizing
drugs (primarily Sernylan or M99), Comparative studies
of blood serum collected from bears in Spitzbergen,
Canada and Alaska have been undertaken by Mr. Larsen,
using an electrophoresis technique, and preliminary
results indicate possible racial differences between
Alaska and Spitzbergen bears. This work will be continued
with more refined tests being employed. Scientists from
the other nations agreed to provide additional blood
samples from across the Arctic. Other work includes
physiological research by N. 0ritsland on thermo·
regulating me;chanisms in bears, the physiological effects
of immobilizing drugs, and studies by O. L0n0 on hunting
methods and statistics, reproduction, food, age determination, and radioactivity. Most of the research· is directed
toward improving management regulations.
Norwegian scientists plan to continue their efforts in
the summer of 1968, and to establish a wintering party
on Edge Island to conduct additional ecological and
physiological investigati'ons, including den counts and
abundance surveys by dog team. Tagging efforts will
continue, and additional experimentfJl work with radio
telemetry may be undertaken, perhaps with the cooperation of scientists from Denmark and the U.S.S.R.

Denmark: Although Dr. C, Vibe was unable to
attend, copies of his working paper were distributed and
discussed. The killing of polar bears in Greenland is
prohibited except by residents. Since the majority of the
population of Greenland is Eskimo, this policy has had
almost the identical effect as that of Canada in keeping
the resource predominantly for aboriginal use. Motor
boat hunting in certain areas is outlawed, and mothers
and cubs are protected in important denning areas.
Pressure on the polar bear resource other than to meet
local needs has not been great, and the total harvest is
estimated to be only about one hundred a year. Denmark
recognizes, however, that this may not be true in the
years immediately ahead, and additional regulations
undoubtedly will be necessary.
Very little research on the polar bear has been carried
out in Greenland during the last few years. There is no
indication that there will be any change in the immediate
future. This is apparently the result of budgetary limitations and the urgency of other problems requiring
research. At the close of the meeting the working group
passed a resolution requesting IUCN to inform the
Government of Denmark of its regrets at the absence of
a Danish participant. The resolution also pointed out
the importance of obtaining further knowledge of the
polar bear in Greenland and pledged the cooperation of
all members to this end.

U.S.A.: A unique situation exists in Alaska with
respect to the harvesting of polar bear. Until 1940 the
main harvest was by Eskimos for subsistence purposes,
much as occurs in Greenland and Canada today. During
the last two decades, however, almost a complete
shift has occurred from Eskimo hunting by dog teams to
white trophy hunters using aircraft to search out and
kill the bears on the offshore ice pack. Most of the hunters
are affluent non-resident sportsmen who are able to
spend several thousand dollars for the hunt.
Regulation of hunting, which is under the jurisdiction
of the Alaska Government, has been made increasingly
restrictive during recent years. Each trophy hunter is now
limited to one polar bear every four years. There is a
summer close season, and no cubs or females with
cubs can be taken throughout the year. Moreover, no
guide can service more than six hunters a year. Since the
total number of guides is controlled by rigorous exami-

nations conducted by the state government, this tends
to reduce or at least set a limit on the size of the annual
harvests by trophy hunters. Harvests have fluctuated
widely from year to year but have averaged around 300 in
recent years. The annual income to Alaska from this kind
of hunting amounts to about a quarter of a million dollars
and this tends to make additional restrictions on hunting
difficult, even though public opinion in the U.S.A. may
favor more stringent conservation measures.
Most of the research on the polar bear in Alaska is
being conducted by the state government under the
direction of J. Lentfer. Priority is given to investigating
abundance and migrations of polar bear, discreteness of
local populations, and productivity in relation to harvests.
Lentfer has developed highly successful techniques for
immobilizing and marking polar bears. During the last
two years approximately one hundred animals have been
tagged and released in connection with migration
studies. Mr. Lentfer reported on experimental flights over
sea~ice using various census survey techniques to determine abundance and distribution. He also discussed
age determination studies based on analysis of tooth
cementum layering; parasitological investigations; and
other phases of harvest assessment aimed at improving
management decisions. Beginning in 1968, the U,S.
Fish and Wildlife Service will initiate a cooperative
research program with the state government. According
to Mr. Brooks, the Service will undertake experimental
telemetry work employing newly designed transponding
transmitters having a wide range for tracking and a long
battery life. It is expected that several of these devices
will be attached to bears in the spring of 1968 in an effort
to improve knowledge of circumpolar migrations. The
federal agency also plans to develop and test various
aerial census techniques, including the use of remote
sensing equipment, to determine more precisely the
number of polar bears in Alaska waters and their move~
ments. The state agency will continue its present programs, as well as cooperative studies with other countries.

Research Agreements

While much valuable research is being conducted on
the polar bear, members of the working committee
agreed that unnecessary duplication of research existed
in many areas; that standardized research methods
should be developed where possible so that data from
the various countries will be comparable; that certain
important areas of research were being wholly neglected;
that priorities should be established to focus scientific
research more directly on the critical problems relating
to international conservation of the species; and that
closer coordination was' needed in order to increase the
effectiveness of these research efforts.
Top on the list of research priorities is the urgent need
for more precise knowledge about the size of the world's
polar bear population, the regional distribution, and the
dynamics of reproduction. Wide disagreement exists
among polar bear specialists as to the actual status of
the species, and this has led to international controversy
over issues of national conservation policy. It was agreed
that concerted international aerial surveys of the Polar
Basin must await development of more sophisticated
techniques, such as heat~sensors on fast aircraft, but
meanwhile each nation should continue its present
census programs and report results of experimental
techniques to other nations to avoid duplication of effort.
The aerial census work in Alaska, the denning studies

in the Soviet Union, and the age, sex and reproductive
studies in Canada, Norway and Alaska were singled out
as especially important areas of research, and agreement
was reached to exchange specimens, materials and raw
data among the nations. At the suggestion of Dr.
Uspensky, investigators agreed to attempt to locate and
evaluate denning areas within their national boundaries
and make these findings available to other workers.
High priority was also given to the study of migration.
Without precise information on the movements and
habits of polar bear, it is impossible to determine the
extent to which it is truly an international circumpolar
species. Do all bears move in the same clockwise pattern
throughout the Arctic, or are these discrete populations?
The scientists agreed to conduct a cooperative capturing
and marking program on a standardized basis so that
the origin of all tagged bears could be determined by
workers in all parts of the Arctic. Uniform tags, tattoos
and serial numbers were designated, and each nation
agreed to publicize the marking program among its
nationals, to return each other's tags with all available
data, and to record the information on standard punch
card forms in three languages for use by all scientists.
It was also agreed that taxonomic research to determine
possible racial differences by skull comparisons should
be the joint responsibility of scientists in Canada and the
U.S.S.R" who have done this work previously, and that
all other investigators will make skulls available to them.
Related studies of food habits, behaviour, physiology,
diseases and parasites should continue with full exchange
of raw data among cooperating scientists.
A far-reaching outcome of the meeting was the formation of a permanent international committee of
scientists engaged in polar bear research. The delegates
at the meeting agreed there was need for continuing
scientific communication and collaboration, and they
voted unanimously to request the establishment of such
an organization under IUCN's Survival Service Commission. The proposal was subsequently approved by
the sse. The principal objective of the newly established
"Polar Bear Group" is to expedite the collection of scientific data on the animal as a basis for future management
and conservation. It will attempt to ascertain the scientific problems and geographical regions in which international research is desirable; determine research priorities and stimulate national and international interest in
polar bear research; as well as serve as a general forum
for exchange of ideas and information on this and related
high Arctic fauna.
The group is composed of two members nominated by
responsible federal ministries in the respective countries.
However, the members act as scientists at meetings
rather than as officials of their respective governments.
Dr. S. M. Uspensky of the Soviet Union was unanimously
elected first chairman of the group,A' periodic news·
letter will be published and distributed to a broad
audience, The group will attempt to meet and discuss
research progress at yearly intervals. Should scientific
evidence indicate the need for concerted international
regulations to protect the animal, the group can request
the I UCN Executive Board to organize a high level international conference to consider conservation and management measures.
Action in calling this special meeting has not only
advanced conservation of the species but has helped
create a broader understanding of the Arctic environment.
It may also serve as a new approach to ecological
situations elsewhere in the world which can be satisfactorily resolved only through international scientific cooperation.
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